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Preface
This document summarizes the discussion and findings of the 4th workshop held October 27–28, 2015 
in Frankfort, Kentucky, as part of the Technology Transfer Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC) 
Transportation Pooled Fund (TPF–5(233)) study. The TTICC project is led by the Iowa Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and partnered by the following state DOTs: California, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, 
Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The workshop was hosted by the Kentucky 
Transportation Cabinet and was organized by the Center for Earthworks Engineering Research at Iowa 
State University of Science and Technology. 
The objective of the workshop was to generate a focused discussion to identify the research, education, 
and implementation goals necessary for advancing intelligent compaction for earthworks and asphalt. 
The workshop consisted of a review of the TTICC goals, state DOT briefings on intelligent compaction 
implementation activities in their state, voting and brainstorming sessions on intelligent compaction 
road map research and implementation needs, and identification of action items for the TTICC, the Fed-
eral Highway Administration (FHWA), and industry on each of the road map elements to help accelerate 
implementation of the technology. Twenty-three attendees representing the state DOTs participating in 
this pooled fund study, the FHWA, Iowa State University, University of Kentucky, and industry partici-
pated in this workshop.
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Executive Summary
On October 27–28, 2015, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) hosted the 4th workshop for 
the Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC), a Transportation Pooled Fund 
(TPF–5(233)) initiative designed to identify, support, facilitate, and fund intelligent compaction (IC) 
research and technology transfer initiatives. The following were the key objectives of the workshop:
• Review and exchange experiences of state DOTs in implementing IC for earthwork and Hot Mix 
Asphalt (HMA)
• Review the existing IC specifications
• Facilitate a collaborative exchange of information between state DOTs, the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), and industry to accelerate effective implementation of IC technologies
• Update the IC roadmap for identifying key research/implementation/education needs, and action 
items for the TTICC group, the FHWA, and industry
The workshop’s attendees—representing seven state DOTs, the FHWA, Plantmix Asphalt Industry of 
Kentucky, and Iowa State University—reviewed the current IC specifications, discussed recent IC pilot 
specifications implemented by state DOTs or demonstration projects conducted by state DOTs, discussed 
the challenges being experienced by the DOT personnel during implementation and potential solutions, 
and voted and brainstormed IC research, implementation, and educational needs.
A key outcome of the workshop was the evaluation and update of the IC Road Map, a prioritized list 
of IC technology research/implementation needs initially created in a 2008 IC workshop meeting and 
updated in the previous workshops. The top three IC research/implementation needs are now (1) data 
management and analysis, (2) sustainability and return of investmen, and (3) correlations between IC 
and in situ test measurements. The revised IC road map is presented in Table 1. After updating the IC 
roadmap, the group identified action items for the TTICC group, the FHWA, and industry for advancing 
the top three road map elements.
This forum served to facilitate information exchange and collaboration and developing a list of action 
items to advance and accelerate implementation of IC technology into earthwork and asphalt construc-
tion practice and developing a short list of items that the TTICC team can use to help advance the IC 
road map research/implementation priorities. An IC workflow process has been developed as part of this 
effort linking the design, construction, and testing phases of a project.
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Prioritized IC/CCC Technology Research/Implementation Needs
Table 1. Prioritized IC technology research/implementation needs – 2015 TTICC workshop
*total votes are provided in parenthesis
1. Data Management and Analysis (18*)
2. Sustainability/ROI (16*)
3. Intelligent Compaction and In Situ Correlations (13*)
4. Education Program/Certification Program (11*)
5. In Situ Testing Advancements and New Mechanistic 
Based QC/QA (10*)
6. Intelligent Compaction Specifications/Guidance (6*)
7. Project Scale Demonstration and Case Histories (3*)
8. Standardization of Roller Outputs and Format Files (3*)
9. Understanding Impact of Non-Uniformity of 
Performance (2*)
10. Standardization of Roller Sensor Calibration Protocols 
(1*)
11. Intelligent Compaction Technology Advancements and 
Innovations (1*)
12. Understanding Roller Measurement Influence Depth (0*)
13. Intelligent Compaction Research Database (0*)
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1
Introduction
Technology Transfer Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC)
Increasingly, state departments of transportation (DOTs) are challenged to design and build longer 
life pavements and infrastructure that result in a higher level of user satisfaction for the public. One 
of the strategies for achieving longer life pavements is to use innovative technologies and practices. 
In order to foster new technologies and practices, experts from state DOTs, the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), academia, and industry must collaborate to identify and examine new and 
emerging technologies and systems. As a part of this effort, the Iowa DOT and the Center for Earthworks 
Engineering Research (CEER) hosted three workshops on Intelligent Compaction for Soils and Hot 
Mix Asphalt (HMA) since 2008 and developed a roadmap to address the research, implementation, 
and educational needs to integrate intelligent compaction (IC) into practice. Realizing that a national 
forum is needed to provide broad leadership that can rapidly address the needs and challenges facing 
DOTs with the adoption of IC technologies, the Iowa DOT initiated the TTICC project under the 
Transportation Pooled Fund Program (TPF Study Number 5(233)). The purpose of this pooled fund 
project is to identify, support, facilitate, and fund IC research and technology transfer initiatives. At this 
time, the following state highway agencies are part of this pooled fund study: California DOT, Georgia 
DOT, Iowa DOT, Kentucky DOT, Missouri DOT, Ohio DOT, Pennsylvania DOT, Virginia DOT, and 
Wisconsin DOT (Figure 1).
The goals of the TTICC are as follows:
• Identify needed research projects
• Develop pooled fund initiatives
• Plan and conduct an annual workshop on intelligent compaction for soils and asphalt
• Provide a forum for technology exchange between participants
• Develop and fund technology transfer materials
• Provide on-going communication of research needs faced by state agencies to the FHWA, states, 
industry, and the CEER
This report presents the details and summary of findings from the 4th TTICC Workshop held on 
October 27–28, 2015 in Frankfort, Kentucky. The workshop was attended by sixteen representatives from 
state DOTs, two representatives from the FHWA, two representatives each from Iowa State University 
and University of Kentucky, and one representative from industry (Plantmix Asphalt Industry of 
Kentucky). A picture of the participants on Day 2 is provided in Figure 2.
1White D.J., (2008). Report of the Workshop on Intelligent Compaction for Soils and HMA. ER08-01, Workshop Organized by the Earthworks 
Engineering Research Center at Iowa State University and the Iowa Department of Transportation, April 2–4, West Des Moines, Iowa.
2White D.J., and Vennapusa, P. (2009). Report of the Workshop on Intelligent Construction for Earthworks. ER09-02, Workshop Organized by 
the Earthworks Engineering Research Center at Iowa State University and the Iowa Department of Transportation, April 14–16, West Des 
Moines, Iowa.
3White, D.J., and Vennapusa, P. (2010). Report of the Webinar Workshop on Intelligent Compaction for Earthworks and HMA. ER10-02, 
Workshop Organized by the Earthworks Engineering Research Center at Iowa State University and the Iowa Department of Transportation, 
March 1–2.
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2
Figure 1. TTICC pooled fund study participating states (highlighted in red) as of 2015
Figure 2. Picture showing TTICC participants on Day 2
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3
 Workshop Objectives and Agenda
The following were the key objectives of this workshop:
• Review and exchange experiences of state DOTs in implementing IC for earthwork and HMA
• Review the existing IC specifications
• Facilitate a collaborative exchange of information between state DOTs, the FHWA, and industry to 
accelerate effective implementation of IC technologies
• Update the IC roadmap for identifying key research/implementation/education needs, and action 
items for the TTICC group, the FHWA, and industry
The workshop was held over two days. The workshop events involved introductions with a brief review 
of each participant’s technical focus and job responsibilities; overview of the TTICC project goals, objec-
tives, and deliverables; state DOT briefings for IC projects and implementation; discussions on the recent 
IC specifications and challenges associated with implementation of those specifications; reprioritizing IC 
research, implementation, and educational needs; and defining the TTICC goals for 2016.
Updates by CEER, state DOT briefings for IC projects and implementation, general discussions, priori-
tized IC implementation road map, and proposed action items for the TTICC, the FHWA, and industry 
to advance IC research and implementation are presented in the following sections of this report.
The complete workshop agenda is included in Appendix A, and a list of attendees is provided in Appen-
dix B. A copy of all workshop presentations and products provided to the participants is provided in 
Appendices C and D, respectively. Comments evaluating the workshop are included in Appendix E.
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4
TTICC Update by CEER 
A presentation was made summarizing background information on IC for soils and HMA and the 
TTICC efforts. Presentation slides are provided in Appendix C. A log of discussion points during the 
presentation are as follows:
Slide 11 [Comment by Daniel Clark, Penn DOT]: It would be good to know how tire influence depth 
compares with roller influence depth on Slide 11 of the presentation.
Slide 13 [Comment by Daniel Clark, Penn DOT]: How can one settle on the color scale?
Response by David White: The color scale should be adjusted based on field calibration. It can be 
simplified to more of a pass/fail map [two colors] if the data is calibrated. 
Slide 13 [Comment by Daniel Clark, Penn DOT]: There are many relatively small areas that show low 
values. How can we definitely say the area is statistically different that areas around it?
Response by David White: This is an important issue to address. There are data analytic methods to 
define this and must be integrated into the display so decisions can be made on site. We are currently 
working on this. 
Slide 16 [Comment by Ian Rish, Georgia DOT]: Doing field correlations is tough. We have a lot of data 
with density, but it has poor R2 values.
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5
State DOT Briefings for IC Projects and 
Implementation
The following is a log of state DOT briefings for IC projects and implementation during the day one 
sessions. 
Georgia DOT: Used on Brunswick project on subgrade and base. Compaction meter values did not work 
properly on the subgrade, so the contractor used machine drive power (MDP) because it could be used in 
static mode. Contractor rented the equipment. The project is completed. No correlation was found with 
nuclear gauge density. Also used on another project in the north part of the state. The project consisted 
of micaceous soils. Contractor used MDP with static compaction. Contractor bought the equipment. 
Again, correlation with nuclear gauge density was poor. Would have been great to have a dynamic cone 
penetrometer (DCP) on site. Georgia DOT has been considering performance specifications. Using Veta 
has been challenging. Trimble’s VisionLink software was relatively easy to use. Post-processing the data is 
still very challenging. 
Missouri DOT (Bill Stone): As indicated during last year’s meeting in early 2014, Missouri DOT did a 
proof of concept with pass count and coverage only on HMA. Used Hamm and Caterpillar rollers. Goal 
was to expose contractor to IC. Contractor rented the rollers. Data imported to Veta. Data filtering and 
processing became challenging with data from multiple rollers. We did a blind study for two days and 
then used IC on the remaining days. VisionLink was used to get data from rollers. NOBA IR scanner 
was used for one week. This project was done as proof-of-concept with temperature and roller passes 
only, no stiffness measurements were used. One more project was planned in a rural area, but had poor 
GPS coverage. In 2015 we started using IR technology for HMA. We formed an IC specification team at 
Missouri DOT. Draft performance specifications for HMA has been developed and working on soils and 
embankment as part of the SHRP R07. Need to get a request for proposal out to develop a specification 
probably by end of the year. 
Missouri DOT (Kevin McClain): Finishing a study on evaluating alternatives for nuclear gauge. Evalu-
ated nine different test devices. Worked on several active project sites—mostly small sites. Looked at 
operating costs for nuclear gauge versus others. We also evaluated DCP and light weight deflectometer 
(LWD) tests by going through chiropractor services—looking on fatigue on field personnel. DCP is 
found to be a great tool to figure out how much material need to be excavated. Prices are dropping on 
LWD. A combination of LWD and DCP is a good idea moving forward. Moisture testing using a micro-
wave was evaluated. Not interested in time-domain reflectometer devices. Currently working on papers 
and will make it available to all when ready.
Ohio DOT: Ohio DOT has been in standby mode for HMA as the results are influenced by the underly-
ing layer. For earthwork we conducted two demo projects two years ago. We had similar problems with 
correlations as others reported—poor R2 values with density and LWD modulus as well sometimes. The 
contractor who did the demo used IC rollers on shale gas projects and also used it on a public-private 
partnership 70-mile-long project on some portions. 
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6
Iowa DOT: Iowa DOT has not done any new implementation projects since 2014. We have used it on 
the Highway 65 project as discussed by Dave White in the presentation. Contractor provided positive 
feedback. Iowa DOT is looking into whether or not to participate in the Veta pooled fund study initiated 
by Minnesota DOT. 
Pennsylvania DOT: See presentation slides in Appendix C. Average cost of using IC was about  
$0.15/yd2. There were some issues with GPS signal on roads with trees and stray electrical signal (over-
head electrical wires). We are trying to prepare a new specification by the end of the year. We did monitor 
temperature, but not sure how it helped. There were software issues with Veta. There are not enough 
people in the DOT to handle the data and keep up with the software updates. Biggest issue was that old 
version (version 2) files were not compatible with the new version (version 3). Pennsylvania DOT spent 
nearly $1 million on using IC on projects, cannot define what the return on investment is. Pennsylvania 
DOT is organizing a conference call with Volvo on their new technology. If anyone is interested, they can 
join the call. 
Comment from the FHWA: We are also having same problem with explaining return on investment and 
we are working on it. 
KYTC: See presentation slides in Appendix C. Kentucky DOT is planning on using IC on an asphalt 
overlay over bridge. University of Kentucky is working on a research project to gather data. IC specifica-
tions were written for an embankment subgrade/base/HMA paving project. 80% coverage requirement 
was specified. We are still using nuclear gauge for QA on soils and cores for QA on HMA. Not sure how 
we address the correlations issue. 
Virginia DOT: There is a lot of reluctance in the upper management at the Virginia DOT. Also many 
contractors are not ready for implementation. Many small issues to resolve, as everybody discussed, but 
these are becoming major hindrances for implementation. 
FHWA: EDC-2 initiative included IC. Many states are now using the FHWA guide specifications to 
develop their specifications. There are two new “roadeos” coming up—one in California on HMA and 
one in Texas on soils. University of Texas at El Paso is conducting research for project in Texas. Veta new 
version is in development as part of the two-year pooled fund study. Trying to resolve many of the issues 
discussed today. Most big contractors are okay to use IC since it is only for QC now. Small contractors are 
very reluctant because of the capital cost. 
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General Discussion and Updated IC Implementation 
Road Map and Action Items for TTICC, FHWA, and 
Industry
The TTICC group voted on the IC technology research/implementation needs identified in the 3rd work-
shop report. Each group member was given seven votes. The prioritized list of IC technology research/
implementation needs is presented in Table 1. Table 2 presents the change in the ratings of different road-
map elements since 2008, highlighting the transitions of top-rated elements. The intelligent compaction 
specifications and in situ correlations road map elements have remained in the top two between 2009 and 
2011. The data management road map element was rated as the top one since 2012, including this year. 
Progress with pilot IC specifications recently implemented by the DOTs and firsthand experience on 
challenges associated with real-time data transfer and analysis has shaped the prioritized rankings. The 
sustainability/return of investment element moved from rank 4 (in 2014) to rank 2 this year as a result 
of many participants feeling the importance of characterizing the economic advantage associated with 
using IC both during construction and in long-term because of potentially improved performance. This 
has been viewed by the participants as one of the major roadblocks in convincing the contractor, senior 
management, and DOT to implement IC.
The revised roadmap elements are presented in Table 3. After reviewing the revised road map, discussion 
focused on defining action items needed to advance for each element. The outcome was to identify not 
only needed action items, but linking the action items to the TTICC, the FHWA, and industry. Table 4 
presents the action items identified for the TTTIC group, the FHWA, and industry on each of the road-
map elements.  
The data management element was discussed further by the team (per notes from Figure 3) and the fol-
lowing were identified as key elements that IC data analytics software should include:
1. Link to user need (inspector, contractor, or engineer). This will define the type and level of analysis 
tools. 
2. Provide guidance on how to set scales—relate to target values based on on-site calibration. Three 
color scale (Good, Marginal, Bad).
3. Built-in calibration data analysis capability including proper statistical analysis. 
4. Link results to ArcGIS collector (mobile device) or something simpler to be able to collect and enter 
data in an easy way. 
5. Conduct project scale as well as lot scale analysis. Current IR scanner uses 150 ft for lot scale analysis. 
6. Link to Soil ID through asset management data. 
7. Link to design, and QC/QA data. 
8. Show “area of interest” based on the IC measurement values. The area should of high statistical 
significance for additional work. Also, provide guidance on action plan (rework or additional com-
paction or dry, etc.). 
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9. Random sampling for QA—need a test point locator that can provide a truly random sample and 
provide needed documentation.
10. Incorporate ability to determine lot boundaries on the “fly” so the QA test locations are truly random. 
11. Incorporate ability to calculate real-time unit quantities. 
During the workshop meeting the IC workflow process was discussed and it was decided that it would 
be helpful to establish a list of the key workflow processes. By better understanding the many decisions 
and groups within the DOT, agencies need to provide input to the workflow; improved and more effec-
tive outcomes are expected. Figure 4 illustrates a preliminary workflow process for integrating IC into 
projects. The intent of the preliminary workflow is to organize discussion moving forward such that each 
agency can develop customized workflow processes that meet their internal needs. A key elements of 
the workflow is the ability to communicate various input needs through the process of selecting IC for 
projects and developing effective specification requirements. 
Prioritized IC/CCC Technology Research/Implementation Needs
Table 1. Prioritized IC technology research/implementation needs – 2015 TTICC workshop
*total votes are provided in parenthesis
1. Data Management and Analysis (18*)
2. Sustainability/ROI (16*)
3. Intelligent Compaction and In Situ Correlations (13*)
4. Education Program/Certification Program (11*)
5. In Situ Testing Advancements and New Mechanistic 
Based QC/QA (10*)
6. Intelligent Compaction Specifications/Guidance (6*)
7. Project Scale Demonstration and Case Histories (3*)
8. Standardization of Roller Outputs and Format Files (3*)
9. Understanding Impact of Non-Uniformity of 
Performance (2*)
10. Standardization of Roller Sensor Calibration Protocols 
(1*)
11. Intelligent Compaction Technology Advancements and 
Innovations (1*)
12. Understanding Roller Measurement Influence Depth (0*)
13. Intelligent Compaction Research Database (0*)
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9
Rating 20081 20092 20103 20114 2012 2014 2015
1 Correlations Specifications Correlations Correlations
Data 
Management
Data 
Management
Data 
Management
2 Education Correlations Specifications Specifications Specifications Education
Sustainability/
ROI
3
Moisture 
Content 
Influence
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
Data 
Management
Correlations Correlations Correlations
4
Data 
Management
Non-
Uniformity
IC 
Advancements
Demo Projects Non-Uniformity
Sustainability/
ROI
Education
5
Demo 
Projects
Data 
Management
Demo Projects Education
Output 
Standardization
Specifications
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
6
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
Demo Projects Non-Uniformity Non-Uniformity
Sensor 
Calibration
Non-Uniformity Specifications
7
Non-
Uniformity
Influence 
Depth
Data 
Management
Output 
Standardization
Education
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
Demo Projects
8 Specifications
IC 
Advancements
Output 
Standardization
Database
Influence 
Depth
Influence Depth
Output 
Standardization
9
Influence 
Depth
Education
Influence 
Depth
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
Demo Projects
Sensor 
Calibration
Non-Uniformity
10
Promoting 
Best Practices
Database Education Influence Depth
Mechanistic  
QC/QA
IC 
Advancements
Sensor 
Calibration
11 — — Database
IC 
Advancements
IC 
Advancements
Database
IC 
Advancements
12 — —
Sensor 
Calibration
Sustainability Database Demo Projects Influence Depth
13 — — —
Sensor 
Calibration
Sustainability
Output 
Standardization
Database
Table 2. IC/CCC research, implementation, and educational elements, ratings from 2008 to 2015
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IC Road Map Research, Implementation, and Educational Elements
1. Data Management and Analysis [1*]. The data generated from IC compaction operations is 100+ times more than 
traditional compaction QC/QA operations and presents new challenges. The research element should focus on 
data analysis, visualization, and management, and be based on a statistically reliable framework that provides 
useful information to assist with the construction process control. This research element is cross cutting with ele-
ments 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12.
2. Sustainability/Return of Investment [4*]. This research element involves evaluating benefits of IC in terms of sus-
tainability aspects such as the potential for use of less fuel during construction, reduced life-cycle and infrastruc-
ture maintenance costs, etc. 
3. Intelligent Compaction and In Situ Correlations [3*]. This research element will develop field investigation pro-
tocols for conducting detailed correlation studies between IC measurement values and various in situ testing 
techniques for earth materials and HMA. Standard protocols will ensure complete and reliable data collection 
and analysis. Machine operations (speed, frequency, vibration amplitude) and detailed measurements of ground 
conditions will be required for a wide range of conditions. Relationships between HMA and WMA mix tempera-
ture, roller measurement values, and performance should be developed. A comprehensive research database 
and methods for establishing IC target values will be the outcome of this study. Information generated from this 
research element will contribute to elements 2, 7, 8, 10, and 12. There is a need to define gold standard QC/QA in 
situ test measurement for correlations depending on the material type (i.e., soils, base, or asphalt). 
4. Education Program/Certification Programs [2*]. This educational element will be the driver behind IC technology 
and specification implementation. Materials generated for this element should include a broadly accepted and 
integrated certification program that can be delivered through short courses and via the web for rapid training 
needs. Operator/inspector guidebook and troubleshooting manuals should be developed. The educational pro-
grams need to provide clear and concise information to contractors and state DOT field personnel and engineers. 
A potential outcome of this element would be materials for National Highway Institute training courses.
5. In Situ Testing Advancements and New Mechanistic Based QC/QA [7*]. This research element will result in new 
in situ testing equipment and testing plans that target measurement of performance-related parameter values 
including strength and modulus. This approach lays the groundwork for better understanding the relationships 
between the characteristics of the geo-materials used in construction and the long-term performance of the 
system.
6. Intelligent Compaction Specifications/Guidance [5*]. This research element will result in several specifications 
encompassing method, end-result, performance-related, and performance-based options. This work should 
build on the work conducted by various state DOTs, NCHRP 21-09, and the ongoing FHWA IC Pooled Fund Study 
954. The new specifications should be technology independent and should allow use of different QC/QA testing 
devices and IC measurement values. This research element is crosscutting with elements 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
7. Project Scale Demonstration and Case Histories [12*]. The product from this research element will be documented 
experiences and results from selected project-level case histories for a range of materials, site conditions, and 
locations across the United States. Input from contractor and state agencies should further address implementa-
tion strategies and needed educational/technology transfer needs. Conclusive results with respect to benefits of 
IC technology should be reported and analyzed. Information from this research element will be integrated into 
elements 1, 2, 4, and 7.
Table 3. Revised IC road map research, implementation, and educational elements – 4th TTICC workshop
*1st TTICC workshop rating.
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8. Standardization of Roller Outputs and Format Files [13*]. This research element involves developing a standard-
ized format for roller output and format files. This element crosscuts with specification element 2. 
9. Understanding Impact of Non-Uniformity on Performance [6*]. This track will investigate relationships between 
compaction non-uniformity and performance/service life of infrastructure systems—specifically pavement 
systems. Design of pavements is primarily based on average values, whereas failure conditions are affected by 
extreme values and spatial variations. The results of the research element should be linked to m input parameters. 
Much needs to be learned about spatial variability for earth materials and HMA and the impact on system perfor-
mance. This element is crosscutting with elements 1, 2, and 7.
10. Standardization of Roller Sensor Calibration Protocols [8*]. IC rollers are equipped with measurement sensors 
(e.g., accelerometers in the case of vibratory-based technologies), GPS, data logging systems, and many onboard 
electronics. These sensors and electronics need periodic maintenance and calibration to ensure good repeatability 
in the measurement systems. This research element will involve developing a highly mobile mechanical system 
that could simulate a range of soil conditions and be deployed to a project site to periodically verify the roller 
output values. Further, establishment of a localized calibration center (similar to a falling weight deflectometer 
calibration center) by a state agency can help state agencies periodically verify the repeatability and reproducibil-
ity of the measurements from their sensors and other electronics.
11. Intelligent Compaction Technology Advancements and Innovations [10*]. Potential outcomes of this research 
element include development of improved IC measurement systems, addition of new sensor systems such as 
moisture content and mat core temperature, new onboard data analysis and visualization tools, and integrated 
wireless data transfer and archival analysis. Further, this research element will also explore retrofitting capabilities 
of IC measurement systems on existing rollers. It is envisioned that much of this research will be incremental and 
several sub-elements will need to be developed. 
12. Understanding Roller Measurement Influence Depth [9*]. Potential products of this research element include 
improved understanding of roller operations, roller selection, interpretation of roller measurement values, better 
field compaction problem diagnostics, selection of in situ QA testing methods, and development of analytical 
models that relate to mechanistic performance parameter values. This element represents a major hurdle for link-
ing IC measurement values to traditional in situ test measurements.
13. Intelligent Compaction Research Database [11*]. This research element would define IC project database input 
parameters and generate web-based input protocols with common format and data mining capabilities. This 
element creates the vehicle for state DOTs to input and share data and an archival element. In addition to data 
management/sharing, results should provide an option for assessment of effectiveness of project results. Over the 
long-term the database should be supplemented with pavement performance information. It is important for the 
contractor and state agencies to have standard guidelines and a single source for the most recent information. 
Information generated from this element will contribute to elements 2, 3, 7, 9, and 10. 
Table 3. Revised IC road map research, implementation, and educational elements, 4th TTICC workshop
*3rd TTICC workshop (2012) rating.
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Table 4. Updated action items for the TTICC project team, the FHWA, and industry
List of Action Items TTICC FHWA Industry
1. Data Management and Analysis
a. Define requirements (how to deal with legal issues in data sharing, and 
how to archive data)
x1
b. Discuss with other state DOTs x
c. Enhance Capabilities of Software x x
d. Need Real Time Data Processing/Delivery Capabilities x x
e. Identify Future Use Needs for Data x x
4. Sustainability/Return of Investment (ROI)
a. Develop a Green Value Proposition x
b. Cost Information (Capital and Life-Cycle) x2 x2
c. Improvement in Safety x x
3. IC and In Situ Correlations
a. Develop a Standard Calibration Procedure and Best Practices Document x3
b. Problem Statement to Better Assess Influence of Moisture Content x
d. Support Research Efforts x
1Identify GIS data archival protocal (one page)
2Need to get cost information for rolling operations (fuel and personnel time) with and without IC
3NCHRP synthesis on existing correlations
Figure 3. Picture showing TTICC participants identifying future data analytics needs as part of data management
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Figure 4. Preliminary IC workflow processes
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Summary of Key Outcomes
Some of the key outcomes from this workshop were as follows:
1. Served as a forum for discussion between state DOTs, the FHWA, and industry representatives in 
addressing the challenges in implementing the IC technology.
2. Updated and prioritized the IC technology research, implementation, and educational needs road 
map.
3. Developed list of action items for the TTICC group, the FHWA, and industry to advance and 
accelerate implementation of IC technology into earthwork and asphalt construction practice.
4. Developed a preliminary IC workflow process that links design, construction, and testing phases. 
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Appendices
Appendix A: Workshop Agenda
Tuesday, October 27 — Room C107
8:00 am Coffee and continental breakfast available
8:30 am Introductions
9:00 am TTICC update by CEER (tech transfer, upcoming IC opportunities, etc.)
9:30 am State DOT IC implementation updates (CA, GA, IA, KY, MO, OH, PA, VA, and the  
  FHWA)
10:00 am Morning break
10:15 am State DOT IC implementation updates (continued)
10:45 am Kentucky IC experience and showcase projects(s)
12:00 pm Lunch 
1:00 pm Working session to comment on existing and alternative IC specification (HMA and 
  grading)
3:00 pm Afternoon break 
3:15 pm Working breakout discussions (continued)
4:30 pm Wrap up
6:00 pm Informal dinner at a local restaurant
Wednesday, October 28 — Room 512
8:00 am Coffee and continental breakfast available
8:15 am Working breakout sessions to identify and discuss:
• Specifications
• QC/QA problems, challenges, opportunities
• Re-prioritize/add/delete IC/CCC technology research/implementation needs
• TTICC goals and future needs
10:00 am Morning break
10:15 am Working session (continued)
11:00 am Summary and direction forward
11:30 am Wrap up
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Appendix B: Workshop Attendees
Michael Arasteh
Federal Highway Administration 
410-962-0678
michael.arasteh@dot.gov
Edward Hoppe
Virginia DOT
530 Edgemont Road
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434-293-1960
edward.hoppe@vdot.virginia.gov
Alfred Casteel
Georgia DOT
15 Kennedy Drive
Forest Park, GA 30297
404-694-6657 
acasteel@dot.ga.gov
David Hunsucker
Kentucky Transportation Center
176 Raymond Building 
Lexington, KY 40506
859-257-8313
david.hunsucker@uky.edu
Daniel Clark
Pennsylvania DOT
81 Lab Lane
Harrisburg, PA 17110
717-787-3137
danielclar@pa.gov
Jeremiah Littleton
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
502-229-8626
jeremiah.littleton@ky.gov
Erika Drury
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
502-782-5162
erica.drury@ky.gov
Matt Looney
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
matt.looney@ky.gov
Clark Graves
Kentucky Transportation Center
176 Raymond Building 
Lexington, KY 40506
clark.graves@uky.edu
Kevin McLain
Missouri DOT
Construction and Materials
1617 Missouri Blvd, PO Box 270
Jefferson City, MO 65102
573-680-0737
kevin.mclain@modot.mo.gov
Darrin Grenfell
Federal Highway Administration – KY Division
502-223-6727
darrin.grenfell@fhwa.dot.gov
William Nolan
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
502-564-4890
william.nolan@ky.gov
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Ian Rish
Georgia DOT
Office of Materials and Research
15 Kennedy Drive
Forest Park, GA 30297
404-608-4726
irish@dot.ga.gov
William Stone
Missouri DOT
Construction and Materials
1617 Missouri Blvd, PO Box 270
Jefferson City, MO 65102
573-526-4328
william.stone@modot.mo.gov
Adam Ross
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
360 Crossfield Drive
Versailles, KY 40383
502-782-5155
adam.ross@ky.gov
Pavana Vennapusa
CEER, ISU
2711 S Loop Drive, Suite 4700
Ames, IA 50010
515-294-2395
pavanv@iastate.edu
Melissa Serio
Iowa DOT
Office of Construction & Materials
800 Lincoln Way
Ames, IA 50010
515-239-1280
melissa.serio@dot.iowa.gov
Mark Walls
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
502-782-5150
mark.walls@ky.gov
Jason Siwula
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
SHE Office
502-564-3730
jason.siwula@ky.gov
Brian Wood
Plantmix Asphalt Industry of KY
502-223-3415
brian@paiky.org
Stephen Slomski
Ohio DOT
Construction Administration
1980 West Broad Street
Columbus, OH 43223
614-466-4318
stephen.slomski@dot.state.oh.us
David White
CEER, ISU
2711 S Loop Drive, Suite 4700
Ames, IA 50010
515-294-1463
djwhite@iastate.edu
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Appendix C: Workshop Presentations
The following presentations were made at the workshop event and are provided herein in that order:
1. TTICC General Meeting Slides
2. History of IC in Kentucky
3. Asphalt Density Acceptance and Intelligent Compaction Field Trails (KYSPR 16-523)
4. Intelligent Compaction Update – Pennsylvania
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f.ehnoloo"; f,an. f., for Intolioon' Comp.<!>On Consortium (nlCC) ." l'Ior",hOllI.1 •• ""O 
AGENDA ~ f UHdI Y, October 21 . 2Ot ! __ c-. _ _ _ _ 
-- -
-- =-.. ------~-
"'- .... ""~--"" ..... """""' .... -.-
-- --
.... - -"""~---
" .. - -~- ... --
,,.... .-
,..... --.. -~---,,-----
~-
' ''''' ----.,.... _ .. 
-- -
IC 101 video provides a broad overview of 
the technology - developed by nlcc 
Youiim 
~­
"'1J2O,' 
""'" " "",.. 110.<>1 _ UtO 
"",,,c-. 70 
IC rollers for soils and aggregates 
Caterpillar; 
CMV, RMV. MOP 
Oynapac: 
CMV, BV 
Bomag: E V1B 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
C. ntor for Eonhworf<. Eno", •• nng R •••• reh 
Intelligent Compaction 
for Soils, Aggregate, and HMA 
Do,;,:! J_ WlVto. ' h_D .• ~_E_ 
- - ® 0 \ VCOT "'-'--"""'-_0" 
-"""- --"'-- -~ ___ il',.. ' .. ~ . ~ :. : .. > ..... . -• ' ovono K. R. V. n_u ... ~h.D" ~.E. 
--_.""'- . -__ ClUl ~~~ . ~ CEER _"c.o.-"'", ___ 
---"''''-• .... 
f;"=U,T_=,"::'=-~zn~) 
IC technology presents a paradigm shift in 
earthwork construction OC/OA 
Traditional QCIQA@ 1:1 000 10 1.000.000113 10 
1.;1 using IC measurements 
Random te,~ng ,~n be 8 
MInd miss P<OPOsiIion in 
cltching'"wH k" . rHS 
during construclio<'1 
IC rollers for soils and aggregates 
Case/Ammann: k. Hamm: 
CMV/OMV 
Sakai: CCV 
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Ie rollers for HMA 
Caterpillar: 
CMV, Temp, 
Pass Count 
Bomag: 
E IIIB ' Temp, 
Pass Count 
Sakai: 
CCV, Temp, 
Pass Count 
Hamm: 
CMV, Temp, 
Pass Count 
Ie measurements provide repeatable 
measurements 
" " " 
, 
" 
, 
" " " 
, 
-.> >. _ ..',"-I :  ...... -
-"··· .. -:1 ." ,.  ...• 
~, .. ~r~#.r..foo" 
"L-~~~~~~~~ 
• .. ~ w .. .. ~ » ~ ~ ~ "' • 
---
IC measurements have a deeper measurement 
influence depth than other in situ tests 
-_ .. -
" ' " 
Overview of different IC measurements for Soils, 
Aggregate, and HMA 
Ie measurements are empirically related to: 
Stiffness I M<Xlutus 
Shear Strength 
Moisture content 
Dry Density . in limited scenarios! 
Ie measurements are influenced by: 
Roller size 
Vibrat ion amplitude & frequency 
Roller speed 
Soil type and stratigraphy 
"Weak" areas in subgrade reflect to the surface 
_,,"020"1 _ ... , 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ~~;:::;:;,:':.::';:::~ 
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Ie output on cohesive embankment construction 
project show soft area with higher moisture content 
Wl'littolal. (20101 
• C.n'., '0< E,rth_k. 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY EnQJn"""g R, •• arch 
Ie measurements identified isolated concrete 
culvert beneath the base layer 
IC measurements are related to rut 
measurements and plate load test moduli 
I '5 U Conto, 1« Eo"""""". 0\\11. 1AI E NIVHt'> rl Y E_""g R ••• .,ch 
Ie measurements over eight passes on lime 
stabilized subgrade show compaction improvement 
Ie measurements correlate better with modulus 
compared to density measurements 
I ~ ... ---.~-
--
" ~"., .. '~-,i 
" 
... ·0.. • 
" 
". "" ;,;,,' 
, 
" ~7l" 0 
" 
' ': .. 
• 
-Ij,}-1;._:i . 
" ~, '0.00 , 
.," 
, • 
• ! 
" 
i 
" • ~ of 
• 
..;r " 
• 
" 
, 
" " " " " " " " " " 
, 
LWO..-OIII""·) 0<\'0ItI0.<:I_ ~ 
WI'IiIt olal. (2010) 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSIn' ~:;:;:;:,:~=~ 
IC measurements are related to rut 
measurements and plate load test moduli 
'" 
,. 
-~ /r .... .... . 
" • •• 
,. 
_:_ . ..,....- WOfTO<goo_ "" 
" 
-f '_T ........... 11l " 
, 
, 
I" j !' I i '. .. .. .... ,. 
- i r 
, . ....-......... -
• 
..... , .. : 
--
• i ,.,..~. • ,.~ . ...• 
--• 
, ... ,,, ... 
,. 
" " -
• 
• 
" " 
• • 
" '" " '" '" """"", _",0_- R" .,...,_I_' _·" '_I .00,.", , __ 
WMe an<! vennapuu (2013) 
I S U C.n'., , ... Eofthworl<. OWA IAI E NIVERSrlY Eng""""g R ... arch 
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IC data on multiple embankment layers provides 
the opportunity for 3D visualization of the data 
WIIlI<t .. 01. (2(l10) 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ~~=;:;:;,:~'::;~~ 
Advanced data analytics can be used to 
slice 4D-data and diagnose "weak" areas 
Perspective from contractor after using the 
IC roller on an earthwork project in Iowa 
' You can add a lot of road I~e With (road base) un~ormlty" Taylor 
said "States spend a lot 01 their transportation money on 
malntenance.lrthe base has no weaknesses. you'll only have to 
replace a wear courseffom time totime That IS a huge cost savings 
ata time when every dime IS bell'lg watched, ' 
' Most of those passes are a waste: Taylor said. "Many times on 
jobsites. we could probably get compaction densities with haul 
trucks. We might not even need rollers. But the specscallfor eight 
passes, sowe make them: 
' You can't leave technology likethisOfithe she": he said 'You 
would have better measurements,and better roads, at a lower COSt 
Those are tough points 10 argue " 
IC data from multiple lifts can be visualized 
in a 4-D space 
IC rolter pass coverage and MOP values on 
cohesive embankment project 
,- :t , Subbase layer conditions show 1; ,+, 
_. 
c-'i' ' influences values on HMA layer --~' ",_'-' 
HMA MaPi i i ~ ! Subbase Map 
~ 
r ~ ,. H5 ",(.j. 2.3 , ! j R' .O,i5e 
',_.= ~ " . ! , 
--~ I ! ~ _'W_'I f ~ .... - --- " .... .... 1'-- 1·-.... • 0 ~ . " , "".. "" _. : .. ~~"l.- @! \J! -~~ h • --. ! "'-'-
" 
0 
, 0 • 
" " " 
~ 
_. UJ CCV_ (. ' O_Gmm, "2~) -_. - ,., .. _,- . . ... ... _"'_(21<111 
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Roller pass coverage can be improved using 
IC data on HMA pavements 
1 00001011101ng0n-a-dM_or l 
-~ ... ~-, ...... 
100000'1OI ....... u,l'-
, ... ~"" ... .... 
-. ..... (2(111 ) 
.. 
-
.' ., 
" ' .. 
~ : 
... 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ~~=;:;:;,:~'::;~~ 
Goal: reduce risk of not meeting minimum 
OC/OA and design requirements 
~tIlement InSt;ll)itily 
t:a TO<) weI \ Low den. ... / \ -" w eak aren 
$ in QCIQA. t>(>t !)ringing ma • . """ lIe (e.g .• improving 
field con~ process: represent;lt;"e tests: 
measuring WfOI1g paramet ..... : etc.) 
llariable 
materio ls 
Resilient modulus maps can be developed 
with Ie data with proper field calibration 
" -". '--'/ -"-
- -- ~., " . . 
' ,' . . .,
', ' -
. ~ 
/ 
'i~. ,.i ... ,., I~T':,l~:! 
.... , .......... -. 
Ie measurements correlate better with 
modulus compared to density 
• CCV · U • 0.0' (E,w~.,) 
R" OJIC . • 'a! 
• 
, 
" 
, 
0 0 
" 
• CCV • • $'1. , • 0.33 ~ ,_poe'""" ~ 
R' . 0, J'/," ' 48 
• 
" 7:. ;/~ 
" • 
, .:-C,:,--'.:::--.:::-C,:.:-,:,7, -J,,, 
Pw<_ ComPO"_ 
Results on HMA project on US21l1 Ove~ay Project Iowa _ ... t ... (::0" ) 
Statistics shows that risk is quantified and 
related to OC/OA test frequency 
"~~ , "I \...j I • 
I : ,.~~~ 
10 '00 
- .. ........... ---_ ........ .. 
- .----
Summary of range of R2 values between different 
vibratory based leM measurements and in situ 
measurements documented in the literature 
_.-
-
--
_.-
-
_.-
-
----
-
--
----
-
-----
--
-
--
----
-
--
---
.. ," 
---""" ,,.,, -~ .... , ... , 
- " "" , ... 
_ ..-
.. ," _ ..-
.. , ..  .. I." 
" " 
-"-u," .... 
' '', .. _ ..-
~ ... OJ 
-"-.... ,. 
,'~' • c, , " 1 1, .. ,,,'rn c,",., fOf E."~_k. 
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,.. 
R ...... """""" .. _ ... _ ,. Ie Earthwork Projects in US: 63 
1JO+ 
__ ",..,, 'C_'_ 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ~~=;:;:;,:~'::;~~ 
Ie HMA Projects in US: 121 Ie HMA & Earthwork Projects in US: 9 
Ie CIR Projects in US: 9 All ie Projects in US : 212 
IOWA STATE UL\:IVERSITY ~~.:.::;:,:';.:':.:::~ 
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IC specifications 
for Soils and 
HMAin U.S. 
Co nto, for eorth ... ."t<o 
Enn,n" ""g R •••• rch 
IC Research/Implementation/Educational 
Element - nlcc 2008-20 t 4 
IC implementation challenges 
Easy to use data management solutions are needed 
2 Engineers need proper training on interpreting Ie 
measurements and relevant software'S 
3. Calibration protocols with correlating IC measurements 
with design parameters are needed 
Ie increases cost 
as bid item .. . what's 
it worth? 
+1.1% 
--"-'-' 
_'''''n ___ _ 
-----
_._' ...... _ ... 
__ c- .. ' < ....... _ 
-----_._->'"' 
-
.-
=.:7-
. ... -_ .. -
._-._-
- -.. ~ " - .. -
-------
=-. ~: 
-'- == .. < 
IOWA SlATE UNIVERSITY ~~;=::::.:~:=~ 
IC Research/Implementation/Educational 
Element Ratings - TTICC 2014 vs. 2013 
""" """"", " " ._ ..... Hanrlllnll rial» nmaln. 
_ tM top clNlll<:nge 
lo/lawed by Educallon 
(Knowlft1ge II""'), 
13 Corn/aUo, .. , and,,_ 
to ul»bll." HO/ 
" 
I, 11 
.. " 
" 
" .--. ... .. -
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY ;~;:~:,";:~'::::: 
CEER Uprlate _ WOCA. ASCE PapeB 
m GEO·CHICAGO 2016-
. : - -_ ...... -
----:. , . 
I 1--__ ____ ._. __ .oJ 
---......  :::;:;:.:.::::: . ..=--_ .. 
-~.-~-- .... ,-... -. 
-----_._ .. -
_., ... --:::;----_ .... _----_~ __ ~,.. _ J'__ .. '_ 
,---_., ... _--:::----_ .. _----
_._-_._-
 .. _ ....... 
.. ~ .. \.-,,-....... ,--.. -_____ "'_'"'_ 
--_."""_ ... -::;;-----"'------~--""-'--.- .. -
- - -", ... .. :r.---'-.,,-----
- ..... " ... -.--~--.- ......... ... _-_ .... . ... _-_ •• :>. 
----""'._---....... -_._'.--..."- _ .. ...,. 
, ..... _ -_..- "- --_ .. _----_ ........ -
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T.ehno!ogy Tranof., for Into.n, Com""etlOn C""oorbllm (TTlCC) . " Worl<ohop ..... ""0 
Pux_:io9'l ~!he 2015 
"""""" ~­and RoIx>Iic Cc:nstruct;on 
do.rr...1n.d ..... 
-~ .... ,---
---
0 2,_", 
o ToPe, ,/ ---
_.Iions 
,/ vioual ona/ys .. 
,/ ..... ,,~
,/ , .........,.Onopir-od!)y 
nO!u,Of "''''' . ..... 
,/ ........... -., 
-
'/ 30prWlting 
,/ .,n __ 
,/ ~ ... o<OO"'ing . . ... 
,/ now opJIIieOtiOno for 
<"'''''''Iion ~-. 
--. _ .. 
TK hnolooY T,a . , f. , for Into"" ., Comp.e""n Con.on,"", (TTlCC) ." Work. hOlf 1 .... ' "'0 
CEER Up clate _ Tncc W. b. lte updated with T2 
summaries, IC 101 video, and d.tab • • e of IC projects 
_.-
. -
---
Toehnolog)o Tr, . , f., for Into"" ., CompoetlOn C"".orbIIm (TTlCC) ... Worl<ohOlf 1 .... ""0 
CEER 
AGENDA _ Tuesday, Octobe, 21 , 2015 
..... 0:- ... __ _ 
-. 
-
-... """- .. """----~-
--
--
" .... 
,--
,M. 
' '' ''' 
--
-. 
-""~--"""'''''''''''''' ''' '''''-
--
-~-"'--
-
--,,-,,---,,-----
----
_. 
-
Tbehoology T, •• of. , for Intolligont Com....,..., Conooruum (TlICC)'" W""'oI>Olf U .. ""g 
CEER Update _ICfOl VI~D Viewing Stall. llea 
« .. .... _c_ 
-- .. ,,,.,, 
_ .. _, .... 
-_ ..... 
_ .. _ ." 
_. 
Tbeh1'OlOgy Tfon$l., I", "" ...... , Com~.<tJon Co.so""'", (T11C(;) . .. W""",""OP U"""O 
Tochnolog)o Tr, . ol., for "'to"" ., Compoc""n C""oorbllm (TTlCC) ... WorfIohOlf U •• ""g 
Specification Review 
Current status of specifications 
Review NCHRP 10-77 AMG Guide Specification 
Review NCHRP 10-77 AMG Workflow 
• AASHTO Specification 
Alaska Specification 
California CIR Specification 
CEER 
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/I !I 
- -.:-::::;;:-
"='*-""=:."'" :..:::::;::-
~---. 
OVerall AMG I'/ortnow Proce .... 
(0 .. 11 NCHRP 1077) 
T.ehnoloo"; T," n, ro, for "'fOlioon' Compo<!>On C"". oruum (T1ICC) ." WO'''""OIII.I •• ""O 
Pavement Recycling with Intelligent Compaction -
CalTrans Specification Section 30-6 
• Test Strip for Target Values 
• 500 It long x full width 
• NG testing every pass (3 locations) to establish break 
over point 
• 10 NG t",sls after b,*!ak OV*!, point pass 
• Create compact ion curves using Wda for NG and IC-MVs 
• Targe t II Passes : Passes associated with break over 
point density ? 
• Production CIR Compaction 
• 90% of area> Target 1/ Passes determined f rom Test St rip 
T.~hn_ f ro •• f •• 'or Into .... n' Compoeoon ConO<>rtwm (T1ICC) . .. Wor.oh"" ... . ""g 
Intelligent Compaction for Hot Mix Asphalt - CalTrans 
Specification Section 39-8 
• Tes t Strip for Target V~lues - Targets??? 
o 600ft long x ful l width 
o NG testing every pus (3 locatlonsl until it re mains constant or 
decrea~s 
o 10 NG te sts after final pass 
o Tlrlet Density : Ptak NG DM"ity (o r Avg.?! achi~w with in 
the compaction teml)erature range for the mixture 
o Tlrlet IC-MV : Ie_My with < 5% incru"e compared to the 
previous pass (Avg. ?I 
, , . 
o Tarlet II of "-sseo (not dearly defined)??? 
To<hn~ Tr •• ,fo, for Int<l'\I. nt Com",,<bon Con, OrtIum ITllCCI ." Worbl>op ", .. IInO 
Pavement Recycling w ith Intelligent Compaction -
CalTrans Specification Section 30-6 
• Requires Mapping Existing Pavement prior ta CIR 
mix design 
• IC roller key features 
o Temperature 
Pass count and coverage 
o IC-MVs (stiffness based va lue) 
o RTK.GPS 
• Quality Contral 
• Roller passes should comply with target determined 
from test trip 
lKhnolooY l ,a., f. r for In'"IiI!' .' Comp.<!IOn Con, orou", (TllCC) .~ Work. h"llI .... '"'O 
Intelligent Compaction for Hot Mix Asphalt - CalTrans 
Specification Section 39-8 
• IC for HMA on breakdown and intermediate rollers 
• IC roller key features 
• lemperature 
Pa"s count and coverage 
• IC_MV" ("liflnes" ba:ted value ) 
• RTK·GPS 
• Quality Control 
• Roller pas~. should comply with target determin ed from test 
trip 
• HMA teml)erature for first coverage of breakdown 
compaction 
• HMA temperatu 'e at the completion of intermediate 
compaction 
IC_MV. only if HMA > O.lS ft thick 
lKhnolooY l ,an. f. r for In'"IiI!. n' Comp"!IOn Con. oroum (TllCC) . .. Work.h"llI .... ,.,O 
Intelligent Compaction for Hot Mtx Asphalt - CalTrans 
Specification Section 39-8 
• Production HMA Compaction 
• Pus Count : 90% of area> Target dete rmined from Test Strip 
o Temperature: l 95% of area within +/- Specified Range 
IC-MV.: If IC-MV < 90% of Target Value (from tesll1rip), 
perform NG test for complia nce 
If IC-MV < 80%0f Target Valu e, e stablish a new targe t value . 
• Question: Do these p~rameter settings rela te to desired 
quality and smoothness? 
• Question: How will contractor implement? 
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History of IC in Kentucky
H
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to
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 o
f I
C 
in
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History of IC in Kentucky
H
is
to
ry
 o
f I
C 
in
 K
en
tu
ck
y
.- -
• .-
Current Projects 
• 1·64 Carter County Asphalt 
• KY 90 Barren Co. Soil+Asph. ??? 
• US 6aX Logan Co. Soit+Asph. Dec. 11 
• US 119 8ell. Co. Asph. ??? 
'. 1·75 Boone Co. Asph. Spring. ?? 
• Jessamine Co. 
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Asphalt Density Acceptance and Intelligent Compaction
Field Trials, by David Q. Hunsucker
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Work Description 
Keep ~bfe~st of current slale oj the art and slale 01 the practt<Oe 
Ie< US'''!! non-de.lf"".I"'" lest methods 10 determ ine pavement 
laye, cfenSit-; ar>d Shffn" .. ond '''pot! 101M .nJCIy a.;v;so<y 
c"",m,!lee as appropriate 
Mon,to< oon.t,uellOrl 01 all PfDI"oh thro"9h the .tu<!"; f""1Od 
"'Qu"'r>g the use of .ntell;gent comp""toon in!t><t CO<1'fHCI 
<IocUmef1ts In <loIdotK>fl 10 do<;umen(,"'l flOfmal QNQC data, 
...,n-deSi'''''I''''' d"",ce~ will be use<l10 col~l ~,n" lar data Ie< 
CO(TOlah"" purpose~ TM .... dev>ce. may 'ncrude bYt arc not 
Iom.ted'" 
ult'3SOJ11{; ar.d st~ady_s!ale "brat"')' d""'c~ 
deflecion_ba""d method. 
dynamIC <COle pe<1e1ro.meler, 
9H>"OO penerr3""9 radar. 
"teen", cyrrent atld eleetronoc melhod~ . and, 
mtell'lI"nl Com pad",. and roiler. wrth mounted resf>On"" 
measu,"'I! cf"",ce~ fa< the evat"",II"" olll1e quaJ.ty of 
unbound aoo 00ur>d pavement lay"," 
Research Objectives 
T~e obteelrve of "'<5 'esearo~ study wIl l be 10 u." 'nteI11ge~1 
compact"'" ('Clio dete",,,,,., layer modu lUS jsMfnessj 
o~ar"ole".I.c. 
The IC "'formai.Jon ... ,11 t>e cQm~ar .. d Wlth cQnvenlionalty 
collecled COMlr""l"", dala mclud 'l\g ,n-s,lu denS .ly by nucle~r 
<!ens"y lI'l<.>ges f()( i>oth bound ~nd unbound matenais ~nd to 
HMA cOte dens,l,es 
Va"o"s non_deslrocl"", lechr.oiog,es 10 acc"mle~ <lele,mone 
laver dens.I,,, s and!()( modulo w.II.I"" b" e •• '"at"d and 
compared 10 .nlell>!l"nt compact"'" measurement .a'ues 
8e""f.I' 01 ,nrellogenl compact.on wIll be "...aluated In le{m. 01 
~~':t;~'~~~"en~~,~~l~~ ~~t,~~:,~ t~,::%~ =~ 
of pa""m"nl lay'" modu l._ paoemenl p.rodoclMIy and Mu"" 
ma,menance Ol><"al."'" 
Work Description 
N<>m1ai and standa,d QAiOC p<acllee. w.ilbe ,"'''''''ed d""ns 
all """51'''''bon prOje<:ts Thes" resul(. w .1I be used (0 correlate 
w.lh the results ~om non-desli""l_ determ,,,,,,,,,,,. The clala 
col",cled tnr()\Jg~ ,,"uoous means ~nd dev>ces w dl be corr,,'ate<l 
10 dete".,., .ne Ihe elf.cacy of u,,"9 r.on_dc'~lJCt"'" le.1 metOOds 
10 detemm", layer d"",,1y and stiff"" ••• alue. for unbound and 
bound ....,..,ment 'ayers 
Recommer>dat<On. for Ihe use of non-de.trueU"" le.l melhOO. 
10 determ",,, .n_ .. t" taye, den."'" and '''Hne"valu"s for 
unboo.md and bound p"""menl layer.; won toe p<epared as 
I\co&ss.aty f()( tN! D ..... .",. of Des>gn, Mat"nai" and 
ConSlf~ot''''' 
Cample1e ,e...,arch 'eporl <lela,I'ng lhe 51udy 'e~ults and 
recommen.dal.",sto lh e State Hoghway E"II0n~ar 
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Intelligent Compaction Update, by Daniel E. Clark
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned 
Set-up is not fool-proof 
Trees overhanging roadways 
Equipment staging areas 
Electrical lines and transformers 
Shallow bedrock 
Scale effects 
Other states 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Equipment Set Up 
On a number of our projects, the contractors 
have been practicing with the Ie equipment 
on other fayers or roadways in advance of 
the required item(s). This is a good system 
check for the contractor. 
Should we require or just recommend these 
practice runs? 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
ObjectIves 
Use the intelligent compaction data to monitor 
and improve the quality of the construction. 
Roller operator is the first responder-
monitors the Ie data and reports suspicious 
quality to superiors. 
Managers review data and decide if action is 
required . 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
LeSSOflS Learned - Equipment Set Up 
Setting up the intelligent compaction 
equipment has so far been conducted by the 
manufacturer's representatives I experts. As 
the use of Ie expands, it will not be possible 
for the 1St line factory representatives to be at 
every site every time. 
Other people will need to be trained to assist 
them in setting up the equipment - and the 
proof of the training comes during 
construction. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
LeSSOflS learned - Trees 
We first observed the 
effect of trees over-
hanging the road-
ways last year on 
ECMS 91146 in 
District 11. There 
were a couple of 
hundred feet at this 
site where the trees 
blocked the GPS 
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Intelligent Compaction Update, by Daniel E. Clark
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PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Equipment Staging Area 
On ECMS 8212, the rollers were parked off 
the side of the road (under some trees). 
VVhen the IC equipment was started up the 
next night, it did not get a clear signal. 
However, that was not apparent until the 
roller moved out from under the trees. Then 
the signal shifted to where it should have 
been and the shift in the signal caused quite 
a stir! 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Shallow Bedrock 
Shallow bedrock was encountered on ECMS 
96936 in District 12-0. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Scale Effects - D5· Stiffness 
Stiffness overview: Green seems to be the 
predominant color, indicating a stiffness of 
between 20 and 40. 
/'-----~' 
--
" 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Stray Currents 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Scale Effecls 
When evaluating the IC data, the user can 
set the intervals and the colors of the 
scales of the graphs. You may choose 
large intervals with similar colors which 
give the impression of consistent (good 
quality) data. Or you may choose small 
intervals with contrasting colors and the 
same data will appear to be inconsistent 
(poor quality) data. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Scale Effects - 05 • Stiffness 
Stiffness detail : In this detail, it is apparent 
that there is a significant amount of brown 
mixed in with the green. 
" 
" 
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Intelligent Compaction Update, by Daniel E. Clark
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Scale Effects - 05 • Stiffness 
Stiffness detail : By changing the scales, we 
can make most of the variation go away ... 
So, what is the right scale to use? 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Other States 
Some states are requiring that all rollers be 
equipped with IC devices. Presently, 
" 
Penn DOT only requires the breakdown roller 
be Ie equipped because it is the one that 
does most of the compaction work. 
However, we are beginning to see the value 
of equipping all the rollers with Ie and we 
may pursue this in the future. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Project Statistics 
" 
We now have bid prices on 17 projects for 
a total of $256 M of construction costs 
including just over $1 M in Ie costs. 
The "average" cost for an Ie project is 
$64,000 with prices rang ing from $20,000 
to $164,000. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Lessons Learned - Other States 
Other states are using infrared paver bars 
attached to the back of their pavers to obtain 
a temperature profile across the width of the 
mat as it is being laid down. Th is provides 
additional information about the operation of 
the paver. 
We are not sure if the paver bar provides 
better intel than the Ie or if this supplements 
the Ie data, and at what cost. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
PrOject Statistics 
We have had Ie projects in 10 of our 11 
Engineering Districts. 
We have had multiple Ie projects in 
Districts 9(2) , 10(2), 11(4), 12(6) in the 
western part of the state. 
13 Ie projects have been completed 
5 Ie projects are under construction 
2 Ie projects are in design 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
Project Statistics 
.. 
.. 
Unbalanced bidd ing: A contractor loaded 
the training budget ($80,000) and bid $0.01 
J SY for the production work, risking $1800 
on the IC portion of the $3.7 M construction 
contract. The contractor's bidding strategy 
successfully countermanded any attempt 
on our part to deduct appropriate payment 
for deficiencies (which did occur) in 
gathering the Ie data . 
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Intelligent Compaction Update, by Daniel E. Clark
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PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
ConcluSions - Present 
Ie can eliminate unnecessary duplication of 
effort with its waste of time and fuel all while 
maintaining or even improving the quality of 
the finished product. As contractors gain 
experience using Ie, it is hoped that their 
increased efficiency will lead to improved 
quality at no additional cost to the 
Department. 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
ConcluSions 
To Be Continued ... 
PennDOT Updates and Feedback 
ConcluSions - Future Issues 
How much time I money does the 
Department want to "invest" in education 
before we remove the incentives? 
Who will eventually be taking ownership of 
collecting and analyzing the Ie data? 
Is the Department wi lling to change the 
acceptance criteria for soils/asphalt 
materials to include criteria based on the Ie 
data? 
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Appendix D: Workshop Products
The following is a list of the products provided for the workshop participants. These are included in the 
following pages. 
1. List of Intelligent Compaction Briefs 
2. Report of the 3rd Workshop for Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium 
(available for download from www.ceer.iastate.edu/tticc) 
3. List of IC Specifications Developed for Soils and HMA in United States
4. NCHRP 10-77 AMG Guide Specifications
5. NCHRP 10-77 AMG Workflow Process
6. List of IC Technical Publications
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Technology Transfer Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC) – TPF-5(233)
List of Intelligent Compaction (IC) Briefs
# PROJECT LOCATION
MATERIALS DRUM MANUFACTURER
G
R
A
N
U
LA
R
N
O
N
 G
R
A
N
U
LA
R
C
H
EM
IC
A
LL
Y 
TR
EA
TE
D
G
R
A
N
U
LA
R
C
H
EM
IC
A
LL
Y 
TR
EA
TE
D
N
O
N
G
R
A
N
U
LA
R
M
EC
H
A
N
IC
A
LL
Y 
ST
A
B
IL
IZ
ED
 M
A
TE
R
IA
LS
H
O
T 
M
IX
 A
SP
H
A
LT
SM
O
O
TH
 D
R
U
M
PA
D
FO
O
T
B
O
M
A
G
C
A
TE
R
PI
LL
A
R
C
A
SE
/A
M
M
A
N
N
D
YN
A
PA
C
SA
K
A
I
TR
IM
B
LE
VO
LV
O
1 Iowa – I29, Monona County* X X X X
2 Iowa – US218, Coralville* X X X
3 Minnesota – TH64, Akeley** X X X
4 Mississippi – US84, Waynesboro* X X X X X X X
5 Iowa – US30, Colo* X X X
6 Minnesota – TH14, Janesville* X X X
7 Minnesota – Rt4, Kandiyohi County* X X X
8 Texas – FM156, Roanoke* X X X X X X X
9 North Dakota – US12, Marmarth* X X X X X X
10 Iowa – US30, Harrison County** X X X
11 Kansas – US69* X X X X X
12 New York – US219, Springville* X X X X
13 Maryland – I70, Frederick* X X X X X X X
14 Missouri – Hwy141, Chesterfield** X X X
15 Iowa – Boone County Test Sections* X X X X
16 Wisconsin – Multiple Sites X X X X X X X X
17 Indiana – SR25, West Lafayette* X X X X X
18 Minnesota – TH60, Bigelow** X X X
19 Florida – Hwy 9, Jacksonville* X X X
20 Iowa – US65, Altoona* X X X
21 Minnesota – TH36, North St. Paul** X X X X
22 Minnesota – US10, Staples** X X X
23 Georgia – Brunswick Project** X X X X X
24 Missouri – US63, Jefferson City* X X X
25 Alaska – Sitka Airport** X X ?
*RESEARCH/DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
** PROJECTS WITH IC SPECIFICATIONS
IC BRIEFS COMPLETED AND POSTED ON CEER WEBSITE
IC BRIEFS IN PREPARATION BY ISU
INFORMATION REQUESTED FROM DOTS
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Report of the 3rd Workshop for Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium
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Report of the 3rd Workshop for 
Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium 
1+'" Iowa Department 
..,,:," of Transportation 
MardilOlS 
_~. '1 _ 
-,-_ .. ,.,--.. ... 
Sponsor~d through Transportation Pooled Fund rpF·~233) 
IOWA STATE U N IVERSITY 
Ins titute forTran s portation 
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Report of the 3rd Workshop for Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium
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Executive Summary 
On September 3- 4, 2014, the Pennsylvania DOT hosted the 3rd workshop for the Technology Transfer 
fo r Intelligent Comp(lCtion Consortium (DICC), a Tr,lIlsportatioll Pooled Fund (TPF-5(233» initiative 
designed to identify, support, facilitate, and fu nd intdligcnt compaction (Ie) research and technology 
transfer initiatives. The folloWing were the key objectives of the workshop: 
Review and exchange experiences of stale DOTs in implementing Ie for earthwork and HMA 
Review TrICe Ie case hi story summaries 
Faci litate a col laborative exchange of i n forrnatiOIl between slale DOTs, FHWA, and industry to 
accelerate eflectivc implementation of Ie t(>(;hnologics 
Update the Ie road map for identifying key research/implementation/educat ion needs, and action 
items for TIICC group, FHWA, and industry 
The workshop's attendees- representing 10 state DOTs, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
Hamm/Wrilgen America, Groff Tractor and Equi pment, SITECH Allegheny, All Consultants, and Iowa 
State Unh'ersity- reviewed IC case hi slory summaries, discussed recent IC pilot specifications irnple-
ment('(\ by state DOTs or demonstration proj('Cts conducted by state DOTs, and vot('(\ and bntinstormed 
IC research, implementation, and educational needs. 
A key outcome of the works hop was the evaluation and update of the IC Road Map, a prioritized li st 
of IC technology research/implementation needs initially created in a 2003 IC workshop m eeting and 
updated in 2009, 2010, 20 11 , and 2012 workshops. The lop three IC research/implementation needs arc 
now (I) data management and analysis, (2) educ.1tion}certHic.1tion programs for IC, and (3) correlations 
between IC an<1 in situ test measurements. The revise<IIC road map is presente<1 in ·Ii.ble I. After updat-
ing the IC road map, the group identif.ed action items for the TTICC group, FHWA, and industry for 
advancing the top fi ve road map clements. 
Thi s workshop serve<l as a forum to faci litate information exchange and collaboration and developi ng 
a list of action items to (Idvance and (ICcclemte implementation ofIC technology into earthwork (md 
asphalt construction practice and developing a short list of items that the rncc team c.1n use to help 
advance the IC road map research/implementation priorities. 
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Report of the 3rd Workshop for Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium
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Table 1. Prioritized IC technology research/Im plementatio n needs - 201 4 TTICC wo rkshop 
Prioritized IClCCCTechnolog Research/Implementation Needs 
1. Data Management and Analysis (31") 
2. Education Program/Cenification Program (1S") 
3. Intelligeut Compaction and In Situ Correlat ions (17") 
S. Standardiution of Roller SensorCalibration Protocols 
(S") 
9. Understallding Roller Measurement Influence Depth (S") 
1 o. Imelligent Compaction Technology Advancements and 
4. Susta inability/ROI (IS") Innovations (6") 
S. Inte lligent Compaction Specifications/Guidance (14") 11. Intelligent Compaction Res.earch Databas.e (6") 
6. Understanding Impact of Non-Uniformity of 12. Project Scale Demonstration alld Case Histories (4"1 
Performance (13") 
7. In Situ Testing Advancementsand New Mechanistic 
Bas.ed QC/QA (12") 
·.-_" . .. _ .. ... __ k 
13. Standardiution of Roller Outputs and Format Files (0") 
I, 
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Table 2. ICICCC ,e;ea,ch, Implementation, and educational element!>, rat l n g~ from 2008 to 2014 
Ratmg 2008' 2009' 2010' 2011 ' 2012 2014 
1 Correlations Specifications Correlat ions Correlations 
Data Data 
Management Management 
, Education Correlat ions Specifications Specifications Specifications Education 
Moisture 
Content Mechanistic Mechanistic Data Correlations Correlations 3 QC /QA QC/QA Management 
Influence 
Data IC Sustainabi lityl , Non-Un iformity Demo Projects Non-Uniformity 
Management Adv~ncements ROI 
Data 
Education 
Output Specifications 5 Demo Projects Demo Projects 
Management Standardization 
6 
Mechanistic 
QC/QA 
Demo Projects ~on-Uniformity Non-Uniformity Sensor Non-Uniformity 
Calibration 
Non-l.Jn iformity Influence Depth 
Data Output 
Education 
Mechanistic 
7 
Management Standardizat ion QC/QA 
8 Specifications IC 
Advancements 
Output 
Standardizat ion 
Database Influence Depth Influence Depth 
9 Influence Depth Education Influence Depth 
Mechanistic Sensor 
Demo Projects 
Calibration QC/QA 
Promoting Best 
Database Education Influence Depth 
Mechanistic IC 
10 
Practices QC/QA Advancements 
IC IC 
11 - - Database Database 
Advancements Advancements 
12 - -
Sensor 
Calibration 
Sustainability Database Demo Projects 
Sensor Output 
13 - - - Sustainabi lity Calibration Standardization 
11 
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Table J . Revised IC road map research, Implement at ion, and ed ucational elements, 2nd TllCe workshop 
IC Road Map Research, Implementation, and Educational Elements 
1. Data Man_gam. nl and Analysis [1 *1. The data ge nerated from Ie compaction operations is 100+ times more than 
tradi tional compac tion OC/QAoperaliom and p resents ~w chal lenges. The research element should focus on da ta 
analysis, visual ization, management, and be based on 111 statisticaliy re liable framework that provides useful informa-
tion to assist with the construction p rocess control. This resea rch ele ment is cross cutting with elements 2, 3, 5, 7,8, II, 
and 12. 
2. Education Program{Cer1ification Programs [7*]. This educational element will be the driver behind Ie technol-
ogy and specification implementation. Materials generated fo r this element should include a broadly accepted and 
integrated certification program that can be delivered through short courses and via the web for rapid training needs. 
Operator/inspector guidebook and troubleshooting manuals should be ~~Ioped. The educational programs need 
to p rovide d ear and concise informa tion to contractors and state DOT field personne l and engineers. A ~tential out· 
come of this e lement would be ma terials for NHI tra in ing courses. 
3. Intelligent Compaction and In Situ Correlations [3-]. This research ele ment wi ll develop field investiga tion pro-
toco ls for conducting detailed correlation studies between Ie measurement values and various in situ testing tech-
n iques for earth materia ls and HMA. Standard pro tocols will ensure complete and reliable data collec tion and analys is. 
Machine o perations (speed, frequency, vibration amplitu~) and deta iled measurements of ground condi tions will be 
requi red for a wide range of conditions. Relationships between HMA and WMA mix te mpera tu re, rol ler measurement 
values, and performance should be d eveloped. A comprehensive re search database and methods for establishing IC 
target values will be the o utcome of this study. Information generated from th is research e lement wil l contribu te to 
elements 2, 7, 8, 10, a nd 12. There is a need to defi ne "gold"standard OCIQA in situ test measurement fo r correlations 
depending on the ma ter ial type (i.e., so ils, base, o r asphalt). 
4. SUda inability/Return of Investment (ROil [12«]. This research element involves evaluating benefits of Ie in terms of 
susta inabi lity aspec:h such as the pote nti al for use of less fue l during construction, reduced life-cycle and infrastr uc-
tu re maintenance costs, etc. 
S. Intelligent Compaction Specifications/Guidance [2 ~ J. This research element will resul t in several specifications 
encompass ing method, end-re sult, performance-rela ted, and performance-based options. This work should build on 
the work conducted by va rious state DOTs, NCHRP 21-09, and the ongoing FHWA IC Pooled Fund Study 9S4. The new 
specificat ions should be technology independent and should al low use of different QC/QA testing devices and Ie 
measurement values. This research e lement is cross cutting with e le me nts 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 
6. Understanding Implct of Non-Uniformity on Performlnce [4*J. This track will investigate relationships between 
compaction non-un iform ity and performancelse rvice life of infrastruc tu re sys tems- specifi cally pavement syste ms. 
Design of pavements is primarily based on average values, whereas failure condit ions are affected by extreme va lues 
and spatial variations . The results of the research element should be linked to MEPDG input parameters. Much needs 
to be learned abou t spatial variability for earth materials and HMA and the impact on system performance. This e le-
ment is cross cutting with elements I . 2. and 7. 
7. In Situ Testing Advlnce mants and New Machanidic Basad QCIOA [10*]. This re search eleme nt will result in new in 
situ testing equipment and testing p lans that target measurement of performance re lated paramete r values includ ing 
strength a nd modulus. This approach lays the g roundwork for bette r understanding the relationships betwee n the 
characteristics of the gee-mate rials used in construction and the long-te rm performance of the syste m. 
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Table J. Revi~ed IC road map research, Implementation, and educational elements. 4th TTICC workshop 
8. Stl ndudiution of RolluSllnsor C. librltion Protocols [6~].IC rol len are equipped with measu rement semors 
(e.g., accelerometerl in the ca~e of v i bratory-ba~d technologie,), GPS, data logging 'y,tem" and many o ... board elec-
tronic .. The,~ ,~n,o r, and ele<lronic, need periodic maint~nanc~ and cal ibration to emur~ good repeatability in the 
measurement system,. Thi, research element will involve developing a high ly mobile mechanical ,ystem that could 
,imulate a rangeof ,oil condit iom and be deployed to a proje ct Site to periodically ve rify the rolle r output values. 
Further, estab lishment of a loca lized calibration center (similar to a fall ing we ight deflectometer cal ibration center) by 
a ,tate agency can help ,tate agencie , period ica[ ly verify the repeatab ility and rep roducibility of the measu reme nl\ 
from their ,en~Or~ and other e lectroni". 
9. Understanding Roller Measurement Influence ~pth [S*]. Potential products of this research element include 
improved undentanding of roller operation,.ro[ le r se[~ction. in terp retat ion of roller measurement valu~,. bette r field 
compaction problem diagno,~cs, selection of in situ QA testing methods, and development of analytical model, that 
relate to mechani~tic performance parameter value,. Thi, element repre,ent, a major hurd le for linking IC mea~ure­
ment values to trad itional in situ test measurements. 
10. Intilligitnt Complction TK hnology Advancltmllnts and Innovltions [ 11 *~ Potentia l outcomes of thi, research 
element include development of improved IC mea,urement ,y~tem,. addi tion of new ,en,or sy,tem, ~uch a~ mOi,tu re 
content and mat core temperature, new onboard data at"la lysis and visualization too ls, and integrated wireless data 
tramfer and archival analysis. Further. this research element will a[,o explo re retrofitt ing capabi[it ie, of Ie mea,u re-
me nt syste ms on existing roller .. It is e nvisioned that much of thi s research wi ll be incremental and several sub-
element' wil l need to be deve loped. 
11. Intlllligllnt Complction RIlMuch Oltlbull [12"]. Th i, research element would define Ie project database input 
parame ters and generate web-based inpu t protocols with common format and data mining capabil itie .. This ele ment 
create, the veh icle for ,tate DOT, to input and share data and an archival element. In addi tion to data management! 
sharing, resu lts should provide an opt ion fo r assessment of effe<l iveness of project result .. Over the long term the 
databa,e should be ,upplemented with ~ement performance information. It is important for the contractor and 
state agencies to have standard gu ideline, and a single source for the most recent information. Information generated 
fro m th i, element will contribu te to ~[ements 2. 3. 7. 9. and 10. 
11. Project Seale Demonstration and CUlt Historilts [9-] . The product from this research element wil l be documented 
experieflCe s and results from se lected proje.::t level case histories for a rangeof materials, site conditions, and locat ions 
aero" the United States. Input from contractor and ~tate ageflCie~ ,hou ld furthe r add ress implementation ,trate-
g il'S and needed educational/technology transfer needs. Conclus ive re su lt s wi th respect to benefi ts of IC te.;:hnology 
should be repe rted and an.aly~ed . Information from th i ~ research element will be integrated into elements 1. 1. 4. 
and 7. 
13. Stlndudiution of RollerOutputs.nd Form. t Fi[1tS [S~]. Thi, research el~ment involves develop ing a ,tandardi~ed 
format for roller ou tput and format files. T~is element crosscuts with specification element 1. 
13 
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Table4. Updated action Items forthe TTI(( project team. Industry, and FHWA 
List of Action Items 
1. Data Management and Analysis 
a. Define requ irements (how to deal with Legal Issues In data sharing. and 
how to archive data) 
b. Discuss wi th other sta te DOTs 
c. Enhance Capabilities of Software's 
d. Need Real Time Data Pro(€'SslngfDelivery Capabilities 
e.ldentlfy Future Use Needs for Data 
2. Education and Certificat ion Programs 
a. DeveLop Videos (1(1 01, 201, 202) 
b. Operator Training Programs 
c. Certlfkatlons for IC Data 
3. Ie and In Situ Correlations 
a. Develop a Standard Calibration Procedure (Nonnuclear Gauge) 
b. Problem Statement to Better Assess Influence of Moisture Content 
d. Support Research Efforh 
4. SustalnabllityfReturn of Investment (ROil 
a. Develop a Green Value ProposItion 
b. Cost Information (Capital and life -Cycle) 
c.lmprovement In Safety 
6.IC Spedficat lonslGuldance 
a. Post Examples and Cu rren t Specifications Online (Use CEER Website) 
b. Establish a Review Committee 
Co Create Online Mechanism to Track Document Updates (versions) 
d. Be Informed ofnlCC Ac tivities KEER Website) 
e. Review Specifications 
f. Share TTICC Vision 
'l<klllifyGIS dalaarchival pJ'Ol~J.! (I page) 
lD~clop !CIOI 3 minu.t~ wl'$ion vid", 
' NCHRP lyl1lh~$i$ 0 " ~xi$tillg~Q r",latiO"$ 
TTlCe Industry FHWA 
" 
, 
, 
, 
, , 
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, 
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Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC) TPF-5(233)
4th Workshop Meeting, October 26-28, 2015
LIST OF IC SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOILS AND HMA IN UNITED STATES
UPDATED_10/20/15
Developed By HMA (Year) Soils (Year)
State Agency
Alaska DOT Yes (2014) Yes (2015 Draft)
Arizona DOT Yes (2014) No
California DOT
Yes (2014)
[Includes CIR] No
Georgia DOT Yes (2012) Yes (2012)
Iowa DOT Yes (2013) Yes (2010)
Indiana DOT Yes (2014) No
Kentucky DOT Yes (2015) Yes (2015)
Massachusetts DOT Yes (2013) No
Michigan DOT No Yes (2013)
Minnesota DOT Yes (2014) Yes (2014)
Missouri DOT No Yes (2009)
North Carolina DOT Yes (2013) Yes (2012)
Nevada DOT Yes (2013) No
New Jersey DOT Yes (2014) No
New Mexico DOT Yes (2014) No
North Carolina DOT Yes (2014) Yes (2014)
Oklahoma DOT Yes (2014) No
Oregon DOT Yes (2015) No
Pennsylvania DOT Yes (2014) No
Rhode Island DOT Yes (2013) No
Tennessee DOT Yes (2013) No
Texas DOT No Yes (2013)
Utah DOT Yes (2013) No
Vermont DOT Yes (?) Yes (?)
Washington DC Yes (2014) Yes (2014)
Federal Agency
AASHTO Yes (2015) Yes (2015)
Central Federal Land Yes (2012) No
Eastern Federal Land Yes (2013)
SHRP2 R07 No Yes (2014)
FHWA (Generic Specs) Yes (2014) Yes (2014)
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(Darft) AMG Guide Specification Tool (NCHRP 1077) 
Item Section: General (G) Ii1I 
G.Ol Roadway construction may be performed utilizing automated machine guidance (AMG) system(s) D 
in accordance with the standard specifications, special provisions, and contract documents. 
G.02 AMG is defined as the utilization of positioning technologies such as global positioning systems D 
(GPS), robotic total stations, lasers, and sonic systems to automatically guide and adjust 
construction equipment according to the intended design requirements. 
G.03 The contractor may use any type of AMG system(s) that result in compliance with the contract D 
documents and applicable Standard Specifications. 
G.04 Digital terrain model (DTM) files will be created with the computer software applications D 
MicroStation (CADD software) and GEOPAK (civil engineering software). The data files will be 
provided in the native fonnats. 
G.05 Electronic data is provided for the Contractor's convenience, and is not a part of the Contract. D 
G.06 The plans indicate areas of the project where roadway construction may be accomplished with D 
AlvIG systems. All other areas shall be constructed with conventional survey and construction 
techniques unless the contractor chooses to build the required surface model to facilitate AMG 
grading for those areas at no additional cost to the contracting authority. 
G.07 The plans indicate the areas of the project where the contracting authority is providing DTM of the D 
roadway embankment construction. 
G.08 GPS is not intended for the use in constructing final surface grades. D 
G.09 The engineer may require the contractor to revert to conventional subgrade staking methods for all D 
or part of the work at any point during construction if, in the engineer's opinion, the GPS machine 
guidance is producing unacceptable results. 
G.lO The contractor shall convert the electronic data provided by the contracting authority into the D 
fonnat required by their system. 
G.ll Areas of the project with no DIM, the contractor may use conventional survey and construction D 
methods unless the contractor chooses to develop the required DTM to facilitate AMG grading for 
G.13 
G.12 
G. 
those areas. 
Option (none, 
A, orB) 
A The contractor shall submit the DTM for review to the contracting authority 
prior to commencing grading operations. 
D 
B. The contractor shall submit the DTM for approval to the contracting authority D 
prior to commencing grading operations. 
The contracting authority will only provide the data outlined in this contract and no additional 
electronic data will be provided. 
Option (A or 
B) 
Other: 
A The cost to develop a DTM to facilitate the use of AMG grading systems shall 
be included as a bid item. 
B. The cost to develop a digital terrain model (DTM) to facilitate the use of 
AMG grading systems shall not be included as a bid item. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Comments: D 
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Item Section: Liability (L) Ii:! 
L01 The contracting authority is responsible for safeguarding equipment provided by the contractor. 0 
The contracting authority will bear all cost to replace or repair damaged equipment provided by 
the contractor. 
L02 To use any furnished digital terrain model (DTM) data, the contractor shall release contracting 0 
authority and its employees from all liability for the accuracy of the data and its conformance to 
the contract. 
L03 The contracting authority does not guarantee that the electronic data accuracy or completeness, 0 
or that the data systems used by contracting authority will be directly compatible with the 
L04 
systems used by the contractor. 
Information shown on the paper plans marked with the seal (official plans as advertised) shall 0 
govern. 
Option (A or 
B) 
A Information shown on the paper plans marked with the seal (official plans 
as advertised) shall govern. 
B. Information shown on the paper plans shall govern over the provided 
electronic data. 
o 
o 
LOS The contractor shall assume the risk of error if the information is used for any purpose for which 0 
the infonnation is not intended. 
L06 The information provided shall not be considered a representation of actual conditions to be 0 
encountered during construction. Furnishing this infonnation does not relieve the contractor from 
the responsibility of making an investigation of conditions to be encountered including, but not 
limited to site visits, and basing the bid on infonnation obtained from these investigations, and the 
professional interpretations and judgments of the contractor. 
L07 The Contractor understands that any manipulation of the electronic data provided by the 0 
Contracting Authority shall be taken at their own risk 
L08 If the contractor chooses to develop their own digital terrain model, the contractor shall be fully 0 
responsible for all cos~ liability, accuracy and delays. 
L09 The contracting authority is not responsible for the integrity of the information if it is converted 0 
to a different file format or modified in any way by the contractor. 
L.I0 Any assumptions made about the electronic data are at the contractor's risk. 0 
L 11 The contracting authority is not responsible for any computer virus or damage the electronic data 0 
may cause to the computer systems. 
L.12 There will be no cost or credit to the state and no contract time extension for implementing the 0 
contractor -requested change order. 
1. Other: 0 
Comments: o 
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Item Section: Equipment CE) Ii:! 
E.OI The contractor may use any type of automated machine control (AMG) systems that achieves 0 
compliance with the contract documents and applicable standard specifications. 
Option (Y or I A The contractor may use any type of approved AMG systems that result in 0 
N) achieving the existing grading requirements. 
E.02 All equipment required to accomplish AMG grading shall be provided by the contractor 0 
E. Other: 0 
Comments: o 
Item Section: Agency Responsibilities CAR) Ii:! 
AROI The contracting authority will set the initial horizontal and vertical control network of points for 0 
the project as indicated in the contract documents. 
AR02 The contracting authority will provide the project specific control network, project alignment, and 0 
coordinate system infonnation to the contractor. 
Option(Yor 
N) 
Upon request from the contractor, the contracting authority will provide the 
control network and coordinate system infonnation to the contractor. 
o 
AR03 The contracting authority will provide computer-aided design and drafting files created during the 0 
design process to the contractor for review as part of the contract documents. 
Option(Yor 
N) 
The contracting authority will develop and provide computer -aided design and 
drafting files created during the design process to the contractor for review as 
part of the contract documents. 
AR04 The contracting authority will provide 
the following electronic files: 
Option A I. Formats from Bentley's MicroStation suite of road design software. 
OptionB 
a. Imoads - Existing and proposed digital terrain model (DTM) 
b. MicroStation - Existing and proposed surface elements -
triangles 
2. ASCII Format - Alignment Data Files 
I. A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of the existing and proposed design 
surface. 
2. ASCII format - Machine Control Surface Model Files. 
3. ASCII Fonnat - Alignment Data Files 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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It~ ", So-ction: Ag~nn· R~<pol"ibiliti os (AR) 
Option C the following electronic f,le. 
I. CAD I' ii e$: 
a. GEOPAK TIN files representing the design surfaces. 
b. GEOPAK GPK file ~ontaining all horizontal and verti~al 
al ignment infOOl1ation. 
~. GEOPAK docwuentation file describing all of the chains and 
profiles. 
d. !l.licroStation primary design file. 
e. /I.1icroStation ~ross se<:tion files. 
f. /I.1icroStation ROW data file. 
g. /I.1icroStation photogrammetry and text files. 
2. Machine Control Surface Model Files: 
a. ASCII format. 
b. LandXML format. 
c Trimble Terramodel format 
Note TIN files and surface model files o[lh< propOSed fmish grade 
include the topsoil placement where required in the plans 
.3. Alignment Data Files 
a ASCII format 
b LandXML format 
4. Trimble Termmodd format 
o 
Option D the followill£ electronic files 0 
I. Proje~t Control - M~roStation DGN file and ASCI! file 
2. Existins T opogrophie Data - Mi~roStation DGN fiJe(s) 
.3. Preliminary Surveyed Ground Surfa~e - GeoPak TIN. if available 
4. Horizontal and Venical alignment information - GeoPak GPK file 
andlor MieroStation DGN file(s) 
5. 2D Design line wod: (edge of pavement, shoulder. el.::.) - Mi~roStation 
DGN file(s) 
6. Cross sections _ MicroStat ion DGN filt(s). GroPak format 
7. Superelevation _ MicroStation DGN filt(s), GeoPak fonnat 
8. Form Grades _ MicroStation DGN file(s) 
9. Design Drainage _ MicroStation DGN filt(s) 
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Item s<-ct ion: Ag~ncy ]{tsponsibiliti ... (AR) Ii!! 
Alt07 The cOlll!'llcting authority <~al rn a > perform qlllllity assurance checks as necessary of 0 
the contractor's machine control grading results, surveying calculations, records, field procedure., 
and actual 'taking. If the contracting authority det .... mi"", thm the woo is not being performed in 
accordance with the specification., the contmcting aUlhority <<Shill f maY,» order the contractor 
to r,,-"construct the wor\.: to the requirements of the contmct documents at no additi()ltlll c""t to the 
contmcting authority_ 
Th~ contracting authorit):.3 ifnecessa!y~» will request the conlr1lCtor to prO\' ide a <<GPS ro,'er 0 
AR08 l OF'S rover and Automat ic Lnel» for use during the duration of the contract At the end of the 
contmc\, the contmcting authority will return a ll contmctor provided equipment to the cOlllractor 
AR09 Th~ contracting authority will not maY, re"isi<;>ns (or enhancements) to the electron design or 0 
DTM for the convenience of importing data into the MiG system 
AR 10 On projects where electronic design data is not available 10 bidders pre-bid the contmctor may 0 
request the data during construction. If the eontmetor requcsts electronic design data. check with 
the project engineer to fmd out if i! is available. If the electronic design data is ava ilable and of the 
SlIIIIe level of quality required for the rest of the contract documents. then provide the data to the 
contructor. A change order is necessary when providing electronic design data to the contructor to 
define the t~rms and conditions for use of the data. If the data cannot be prov ided the contractor 
still has the option to develop a DTM and DDM from information On the project plans_ 
AR_ Other 0 
It~m Sect ion: Contractor R~"pon_'ihiliti~. (e R) Ii'! 
CROI Th~ contractor smll demonstrnte the alJlomated machine guidance (MiG) equipment 's 0 
capability to m~et the tobance $peci ficati<;>ns; and their knowledge and ability to properly 
operat~ it On a test section, as spec ified by the contructing authority . Ifth~ equipm~nt fails to 
meet the tolerance standards or the contractor, in the contrncting authority' s opinion, fa ils to 
demOrt>trnte profic iency t" the equipment, the cOnimctor shall construct the project using 
c,," " ~ntional survey and cm",truction method~ 
CR02 The contractm ~rn ll <~Jc -OR- co"ide 8 oours " f';» rormaltmining. irrequesl<:d, On the 0 
CR03 
use "rtM AMG and the contractor's ~ystems to the c"ntmeting authority'~ pmject person""l 
prior t" the start or c"nstruction activ i t i~s utilizing AMG. This tm ini ng is rm providing 
c""tmcting authmity project p"'smmcl with an under!;tanding ortM equipment, s"ftware, and 
electronic w.ta being used by the conlr1lCtoL 
~~~~;~:~<~'~j ~r~~~~~~l"~~~,l:1~~i~~ii:i~j~j![:;:]1~~W~j':~ha <<GPS rover I i The contractor is t date with the latest project data the return of the equipment provided 10 
CR04 Contractor shall validate all control JXlints provided by the contractinlPuthority_ 
o 
o 
o 
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Item Section: Contractor Responsibilities (CR) Ii:! 
CROS The contractor shall establish secondary control points at locations along the length of the 0 
project and outside the project limits and/or where work is performed beyond the project limits 
as required by the AMG system utilized. The contractor shall comply with the requirements 
outlined in standard specifications and contract documents. A copy of all new control point 
infonnation shall be provided to the contracting authority prior to construction activities. The 
contractor shall be responsible for all errors resulting from their efforts and shall correct 
deficiencies to the satisfaction of the contracting authority and at no additional cost to the 
contracting authority. 
CR06 The Contractor shall provide controls points and conventional grade stakes at critical points 0 
such as, but not limited to, PC's, PI's, super elevation points, and other critical points required 
for the construction of drainage and roadway structures. 
CR07 The site calibration shall be checked daily at control points not used in the calibration. 0 
CR08 Control points shall be staggered on either side of the highway to provide a good strength of 0 
figure. 
CR09 The contractor shall preserve all reference points and monuments that are established by the 0 
contracting authority outside the construction limits. If the contractor fails to preserve these 
items, they shall be re-established by the contractor to their original quality at no additional cost 
to the contracting authority. 
CR I 0 The contractor shall set grade stakes and hubs meeting the requirements outlined in the standard 0 
specifications and contract documents such that the contracting authority can check the accuracy 
of the construction. 
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Item Section: Contractor Responsibilities (CR) Ii:! 
CR 11 The Contractor shall submit a comprehensive written AMG work plan to the contracting 0 
authority for review at least 30 days prior to use. The submittal of the AMG work plan shall be 
an indication of the contractor's intention to utilize A11G instead of conventional methods on 
the project areas and elements stated in the work plan. The contracting authority shall review the 
AMG work plan to ensure that the requirements are addressed. The contractor shall assume total 
responsibility for the performance of the system utilized in the work plan. Any update or 
alteration of the AMG work plan during the course of the work shall be approved and submitted 
to the contracting authority for determination of conformance with requirements. The AlvIG 
work plan shall describe how the AMG technology will be integrated into other technologies 
employed on the project This shall include, but not limited to, the following: 
1. A description of the manufacturer, model, and software version of the AMG 
equipment. 
2. Information on the contractor's experience in the use of AlvIG systems to be used on 
the project, including formal training and field experience of project staff 
3. The primary contact, and up to one alternate, for AMG technology issues. 
4. A definition of the project boundaries and scope of work to be accomplished with the 
AMG system. 
5. A description of how the project proposed secondary control(s) is to be established. 
Include a list and map detailing control points enveloping the site. 
6. A description of site calibration procedures including, but not limited to, equipment 
calibration, frequency of calibration, and information to be documented. The 
documentation shall contain a complete record of when and where the tests were 
perfonned and the status of each equipment item tested within or out of the ranges of 
required tolerances. 
7. A description of the contractor's quality control procedures, including frequency and 
type, for checking mechanical calibration and maintenance of equipment. 
8. A description of the method and frequency offield verification checks and the 
submission schedule of results. 
9. A contingency plan in the event of failure/outage of the AMG system. 
10. A schedule ofDTMs intended for use on the project This shall be submitted for 
review, feedback, and communication. 
Option (A 
orB) 
A. At least two week prior to the preconstruction conference, the contractor shall 
submit to the contracting authority for review a written AMG work plan which 
shall include the equipment type, control software manufacturer and version, 
types of work to be completed using AMG, project site calibration report, 
repetitive calibration methods for construction equipment and rover units to be 
used for the duration of the project, and local GPS base station to be used for 
broadcasting differential correction data to rover units. 
o 
B. One week prior to the start of grading operations the Contractor shall meet 0 
with the contracting authority to review the grading plans, quality processes, and 
tolerance requirements. 
CR 12 If the contractor selects to use AMG for fine grading and placement of base or other roadway 0 
materials, the AMG system shall use a laser or robotic total station. Details of the methods and 
equipment shall be included in the AMG Work Plan 
CR 13 The contractor shall use the alignment and control data provided by contracting authority. No 0 
localization methods will be accepted. 
CR 14 The contractor shall provide the contracting authority with electronic as-built construction data 0 
for the projects final construction record in a fonnat acceptable to the contracting authority. 
CR 15 The contractor shall be responsible for converting the information on the plans and/or electronic 0 
data file provided by contracting authority into a format compatible with the contractor's AMG 
system. 
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II. " ' Seclio,,: COlllnclor R.. 1I., iloilili •• C R 
CR.16 It is Ihe contrnctor's r""pon.~ibi!ily 10 produce the OT l\-1s alldlor)O line work needed for AMG 
system, field verify the dala for acc~ and conformance 10 lhe contract plans < and 
Immediately re~ any enars to OOI\tracli!!g authonty». 
Option (Y I PnlVl<k design surface DTM informati,m 10 the contrncting authority in a format 
or N) s~If"i~d by the contract documentation. 
CR.1 1 R~vise Ihe <ksign surface DTM a~ required to suppOrt cort>truction operations and 10 reflect any 
contrncl plan revisiort>. P~rform checks 10 confirm DTM revisions agree with the conlnlct plan 
revisions. Provi<k a copy of the revised <k~ign surface DIM 10 the cOnlrncling aulhority in the 
formal defined in the contract document~ 
CRIS The contmctor shall meet the same accuracy requirements as detailed in the standard 
spccificaliol\S. 
CRI9 The contmctor shall check and rccalibrnte, if neoxssary, their MiG system atlhe beginning of 
each work day to cttSl\re compliance with contracl documents. 
CR.20 Grade stakes shl:oll be eSlablished as per the wmdard specifications for 1I.«e by Ihe cootracti'll 
autoo..ity 10 check the accuracy oflhe conS!ructioo. 
CR.21 The contractor shall bear all cost,. inc luding but not limited to the COSI of actUilI reconstruction 
work thai may be incurred due to .... rorn in applicati on of AMG techniques or manipulation of 
design dall! in the D1M. 
CR22 The contrnctor shall be rcsponsible for any cdilsor con"erniort> ofthc contracling agencies 
cb::tronic d;ot.a whether donc by the contractor or a vendor that i. hired by the conlrdctor to 
perform such edits Or conversions. 
CR23 When AMG methods are used for any construction surveying, a licensed survcyor shall be 
provided by the contrdClOr 10 perform "crific;ltion of the final as..::oru;trucled grade report 
CR.24 All changes by the contmctor to the DT/I.1 data shall be subm itted to the contracting authority for 
appro',al prior to use . 
CR.25 Any information provided by contracting authority shall oot be released to any other party. 
corpomtioll, business or organization cxC\:pt a consultant engineering firm which is employed 
by the contmctor for work ontrus project. The consulting enginecring finn must agree not to 
release the information to any other party, cwpomtioll, business or organization. 
CR26 The conlnlctor ~hall provide any information "r data ihlIt is reqU<:5lt:d by the conlnlcting 
3utoo..ity for the purpose "fperforming the verification of quantities and qUlllity 
CR._ Othe r 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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H.", St-di<.>n: l\Idh..,d (If l\l.a~ur' Dl.nt cr.1) Ii'! 
M.O] The bid item for automated machine guidance gmding will be mcasw-cd and paid for at the lump 0 
swn controct price. 
Option (Y or I No direcll"')ment will b.: made r'lf work requir~d to "'i li ze this provision. All 
N) work will be "<lI"L'l,d",.d mcidental to variou.~grading operation.'!. 
M ,02 Earthwork , 'olurnes shall be compuled by comparing and c<.>mpuling the difference in ,·olurnes 0 
between the e>:isling Lerrain mode l, cCl1't';!JUcled lerrsin model, and liMl constructed terrain model 
whichever is applicable HI the tim e nee" ... "",), 
M,03 The contracting authority will pay for costs incurred 10 incorporate conlmcl plan revisions as extra 0 
wruk 
MOther: 0 
CommcnlS o 
lIem Socii",,, : P:.!ymenl (p) Ii?! 
POI The bid itcm for automat.:d machine guidance (AMG) grading will be paid for al the lump sum 0 
contract price This pajmcnt shall be full compensation for all work associated with preparing the 
cle.:lronic data files for \I5C in the contractor's AMG syst.:m, the required system check and nuded 
recalibrntion, tmining for the Engineer, and an other items described in the standard spccificatiorn 
Option (Y or The contract lump Sum price bid shrill include full compenSl!tion for All such 0 
N) SlIveying work including hut not limited to (1) MAterials, (2) Equipment, (3) 
Labor, (4) Offoce work (prepllring the electronic &Ita files for use in the ContACtor's 
machine control grading syst.:m, developing or building a DTM to facilitate the 
GPS machine control grading syst.:m, and an other calculations required to 
complete the work), (5) Test section as specifkd by the Project Engineer, (6) 
Training for <<ligCncy » projcct personnel, and (1) Final as·construct.:d grade 
report , 
P Ol DelAys due to SAtellite reception of signals to operAte the GPS mAchine control system wi11not 0 
re$lll! in Adjll.~tment to Ihe "BASis of Payment" for Any construction items or be justifiCAtion for 
gran!tng contract extens.on., 
POther: 0 
Comment< o 
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Prepared by David l White and Pavana K. R. Vennapusa 
Center for Earthworks Engineering Research 
Intelligent Compaction Technical Publications 
Journal and Conference Papers (organized by publication date) 
1980 
1. Forssblad, L. (1980). "Compaction meter on vibrating rollers for improved compaction control", Proc., 
Inti. Conf on Compaction, Vol. II, 541-546, Paris. 
2. Hansbo, S., and Pramborg, B. (1980). "Compaction control." Proc., IntI. Conf on Compaction, Vol. II, 
559-564, Paris. 
3. l\1achet, lM. (1980). "Compactor-mounted control devices", Proc., Inti. Confon Compaction, Vol. II, 
577-581, Paris. 
4. l\1achet, lM., and Sanejouand, R. (1980). "Modules mathematiques dans Ie domaine du compactage 
par vibration", Proc., Inti. Conf on Compaction, Vol. II, Paris. 
5. Thurner, H. (1980). "The compactometer principle: Contribution to the discussion in Session IV." 
Proc., Inti. Conf on Compaction, Vol. II, Paris. 
6. Thurner, H. and Sandstrom, A. (1980). "Anew device for instant compaction control." Proc., IntI. 
Conf on Compaction, Vol. II, 611-614, Paris. 
7. Yoo, T., and Selig, E. (1980). "New concepts for vibratory compaction of soil", Proc., Inti. Conf on 
Compaction, Vol. II, 703-707,Paris. 
1983 
8. Floss, R., Gruber, N.,and Oberrnayer, J. (1983). "A dynamical test method for continuous compaction 
control." Proc. 8th European Conf on SoilMechanics and Foundation Engineering, Rathrnayer, H.G., 
and Saari, K.H.O., Eds., l\1ay, Helsinki, 25-30. 
1984 
9. l\1ayne, P.W., Jones, lS., and Dumas, l (1984). "Ground response to dynamic compaction." ASCE 
Journal of Geotechnical Engineering, 110(6), p. 757-774. 
1991 
10. Samaras, A., Lamm, R., and Treiterer, l (1991). "Application of continuous dynamic compaction 
control for earthworks in railroad construction. " Transportation Research Record No. 1309, Journal of 
the Transportation Research Board, National Academy Press, 42-46. 
II. Thurner, H. and Sandstrom, A. (1991). "Quality assurance in soil compaction," Proc., XIXth PlARC 
World Road Congress, 468-477, Marrakesh. 
1992 
12. Pietzsch, D., and Poppy, W. (1992). "Simulation of soil compaction with vibratory rollers", Journal of 
Terramechanics, 29(6), 585-597. 
1993 
13. Sandstrom, A. (1993). "Oscillatory compaction." Proc., XllIRF World Road Congress, 957-961, May, 
l\1adrid. 
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Prepared by David l White and Pavana K. R. Vennapusa 
Center for Earthworks Engineering Research 
14. Thurner, H. (1993). "Continuous compaction control- specifications and experience." Proc., XIIIRF 
World Congress, 951-956, Madrid. 
15. Watts, K.S. and Charles, lA. (1993). "Initial assessment of a new rapid impact ground compactor." 
Proceedings of the Conference on Engineered Fills, London, Paper No. 32. 
1995 
16. Tateyama, K., Nakajima, S., and Fujiyama, T. (1995). "The evaluation of ground properties and its 
application to the automatic control of vibratory soil comapctors," Automattion and Robotics in 
Construction XII, Bundy, McCrea, and Szymanski (Eds), 563 - 570. 
1997 
17. Adam, D. (1997). "Fliichendeckende dynamische verdichtungs kontrolle (FDVK) mitvibrationswalzen 
sonderdruck (Surface covering dynamic compaction control with vibration rollers - special edition." 
Osterreichische Geotechniktagung (Austrian Geotechnique Conference), 26 and 27 May, Vienna. 
18. Adam, D. (1997). "Continuous compaction control (CCC) with vibratory rollers," Proc., 
GeoEnvironment 97, 245 - 250, November, Melbourne, Australia. Balkema, Rotterdam. 
19. Adam, D., and Brandl, H. (1997). "Roller-Integrated Continuous Compaction Control of Soils", 
Proc., 3,d IntI. Conf on Soil Dynamics (ICSD-llI), August, Tiberias, Israel. 
20. Brandl, H., and Adam, D. (1997). "Sophisticated Continuous Compaction Control of Soils and 
Granular Materials" Proc., XIVth IntI. Conf on Soil Mechanics & Foundation Engineering, Vol. I, 
September, Hamburg, Germany. 
21. Braithwaite, E.J and du Preez, R.W. (1997). "Rapid Impact Compaction in Southern Africa." 
Proceedings of the Conference on Geology for Engineering, Urban Planning and the Environment. 
South African Institute of Engineering Geologists, 13-14 November 1997. 
1998 
22. Adam, D., and Kopf, F. (1998). "Application of continuous compaction control (CCC) to waste 
disposal liners", Proc. 3rd IntI. Congress on Environmental Geotechnics, September, Lisboa, 
Portugal. 
23. Merrifield, C.M., Cruickshank, M. and Parvizi, M. (1998). "Modelling oflow energy dynamic 
compaction." Proceedings of the Internation Centrifuge Conference Centrifuge 98, Tokyo, 819-824. 
24. Neilson, R.D., Rodger, A.A., Oliver, KD., Wright, R.H. and Elliott, R.M. (1998). "Vibration 
assessment of high speed dynamic compaction." In B.O. Skipp (Eds.), Ground Dynamics and Man-
Made Processes (p. 143-154). London: Thomas Telford. 
25. Uchiyama, K., Kanamori, Y., Nohse, Y., and Mitsui, A. (1998). "Influence of soil comapction of 
vibrating rollers with different vibration mechanisms." Proc., of the 5th ASia-Pacific Regional Conf, of 
the ISTVS: Okinawa, Japan, November, 112-119. 
1999 
26. Adam, D., (1999). "Elastic plastic modelling of homogeneous and layered soil under dynamic 
loading". Proc. Of COST 337 & ETC 11 Workshop on Modelling and Advanced Testingfor Unbound 
Granular Materials, January, Lisboa, Portugal. 
27. Adam, D. (1999). "Fliichendeckende dynamische verdichtungskontrolle mit vibrationswalzen. 
(Continuous Compaction Control with vibratory rollers )". Austrian Engineer and Architect Magazine 
144, Class Number 2, Vienna, 65-74 (in German). 
28. Adam, D. (1999). "Geotechnics of the Austrian-Hungarian Highway A4", Geotechnical Engineering 
for Transportation Infrastructure, Barends et al. (eds), Balkema, Rotterdam. 
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Prepared by David J. White and Pavana K. R. Vennapusa 
Center for Earthworks Engineering Research 
29. Nohse, Y., Uchiyama, K., Kanamori, Y., Kase, J., Kawai, Y., l\1asumura, K., and Tateyama, K. (1999). 
"An attempt applying a new control systern for the vibratory compaction using GPS and CMV in the 
embankment construction (Part I)." Proc. of the 13th IntI. Con! of the ISTVS: Okinowa, Japan, 295-
300. 
2000 
30. Adam, D., an d Kopf, F. (2000). "Sophisticated compaction technologies and continuous compaction 
control," Workshop on Compaction of Soils and Granular Materials, Modeling of Compacted 
Materials, Compaction Management and Continuous Control, International Society of Soil Mechanics 
and Geotechnical Engineering (European Technical Committee), 207 - 220, Paris. 
31. Adam, D., and Kopf, F. (2000). "Sophisticated roller compaction technologies and roller-integrated 
compaction control." Compaction of Soils, Granulates and Powders, AABalkema, Rotterdam, 
Brookfield, 113-132. 
32. Anderegg, R., (2000). "ACE Ammann Compaction Expert - automatic control of the compaction." 
Workshop on Compaction of Soils and Granular Materials, Modeling of Compacted Materials, 
Compaction Management and Continuous Control, International Society of Soil Mechanics and 
Geotechnical Engineering (European Technical Committee), 229-236, Paris. 
33. Floss, R. and Kloubert, H., (2000), "Newest Developments in Compaction Technology," Workshop on 
Compaction of Soils and Granular Materials, Modeling of Compacted Materials, Compaction 
Management and Continuous Control, International Society of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 
Engineering (European Technical Committee), Paris. 
34. Thurner, H., Sandstrom, A. (2000). "Continuous Compaction Control, CCC." Workshop on 
Compaction of Soils and Granular Materials, Modeling of Compacted Materials, Compaction 
Management and Continuous Control, International Society of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical 
Engineering (European Technical Committee), 237-246, Paris. 
2001 
35. Adam, D. (2001). "Sophisticated compaction of soil, earth structures, roads and rail tracks." Proc., 5th 
IntI. Geotech. Con! Geotechnical Structures Optimization, Septernber, Bratislava, Slovakia. 
36. Adam, D., l\1arkiewicz, R. (2001). "Compaction behaviour and depth effect of the polygon-drum," 
Geotechnics for Roads, Rail Tracks and Earth Structures, AABalkema Publishers, Lisse I Abingdon! 
Exton (pa) ITokyo, 27-36. 
37. Brandl, H. (2001). "The importance of optimum compaction of soil and other granular material," 
Geotechnics for Roads, Rail Tracks and Earth Structures, AABalkema Publishers, Lisse I Abingdon! 
Exton (Pa) ITokyo, 47-66. 
38. Brandl, H. (2001). "Compaction of soil and other granular material- interactions," Geotechnics for 
Roads Rail Tracks and Earth Structures, AABalkema Publishers, Lisse IAbingdon! Exton (Pa) 
ITokyo, 3-11. 
39. Krober, W., Floss, E., Wallrath, W. (2001). "Dynamic soil stiffness as quality criterion for soil 
compaction," Geotechnicsfor Roads, Rail Tracks and Earth Structures, AABalkema Publishers, 
Lisse I Abingdon! Exton (Pa) ITokyo, 189-199. 
40. Minchin, R.E. Thomas, H.R. Swanson, D.C. (2001). "Theory behind a vibration-based quality-based 
asphalt density measuring systern," Transportation Research Record No. 1761, Journal of the 
Transportation Research Board, National Academy of Press, 70-78. 
41. Mooney, M., Bouton, c., and Pan, J. (2001). "Measurement of acceleration during vibratory 
compaction of unsaturated soils." Proc. of 10th Int. Con! Soil DynamiCS & Earthquake Engineering, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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2002 
42. Kloubert, H. (2002). "Asphalt manager with high efficient compaction system for better roads," Proc., 
IntI. Con! on Bituminous Mixtures and Pavements, Thessaloniki, Greece. 
43. Mooney, M., Gorman, P.B., Chan, G., and Srour, C. (2002). "Observed changes in vibratory roller 
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Heterogeneity with Intelligent Compaction Technology on Roads", Construction & Building 
Materials, Vol. 72, 189-198. 
140. Chang, G.K., Gallivan, L., XU, Q. (2014). "Assess asphalt in-place density with intelligent compaction 
measurements", 12th International Conference on Asphalt Pavements, ISAP 2014, Raleigh, NC. 
14!. Vennapusa, P., and White, D.J. (2014). "Interpretation of Dual-Integrated Compaction Measurements 
on Layered Granular Fill", Geo-Congress 2014 - Geo-Characterization andModelingfor 
Sustainability, ASCE, Feb 23-26, Atlanta. 
142. White, D. l, Vennapusa, P., and Dunn, M. (2014). "A Road l\1ap for Implementation ofIntelligent 
Compaction Technology." Geo-Congress 2014 - Geo-Characterization andModelingfor 
Sustainability, ASCE, Feb 23-26, Atlanta. 
143. Becker, P., White, D.J., Vennapusa, P., and Dunn, M. (2014). "Freeze-Thaw Performance Assessment 
of Stabilized Pavement Foundations." Proc. of2014 Annual Transportation Research Board Meeting, 
Washington, D.C. 
144. Beainy, F., Cornrnuri, S., and Zaman, M. (2014). "Dynamical Response of Vibratory Rollers during 
the Compaction of Asphalt Pavements." J. Eng. Mech., 140(7),04014039. 
145. Dondi, G., Sangiorgi, c., and Lantieri, C. (2014). "Applying Geostatistics to Continuous Compaction 
Control of Construction and Demolition l\1aterials for Road Embankments." J. Geotech. Geoenviron. 
Eng., 140(3),06013005. 
146. Liu, D., Li, Z., Lian, Z. (2014). "Compaction quality assessment of earth-rock darn materials using 
roller-integrated compaction monitoring technology." Automation in Construction, Vol. 44, 234-246. 
147. D.H. Liu, AG. Wang, Y.G. Liu, B.Y. Li, Real-time monitoring and assessment of compaction quality 
for earth-rock darn basing on roller vibration behavior analysis, J. Hydraul. Eng. 45 (2), 60--{)7. 
148. Barman, M., Nazari, M., Irnran, S.A, Commuri, S., Zaman, M., Beainy, F., Singh, D. (2014). 
"Application ofIntelligent Compaction Technique in Real-Time Evaluation of Compaction Level 
During Construction of Subgrade." Presented at the 95d Annual Transportation Research Board 
Meeting, Washington, D.C. 
149. Irnran, S.A, Beainy, F., Commuri, S., and Zaman, M. (2014). "Dynamical model of asphalt-roller 
interaction during compaction," Informatics in Control, Automation and Robotics (ICINCO), Vienna, 
Austria. 
150. Singh, D., Beainy, F., Commuri, S., and Zaman, M. (2014) Application ofIntelligent Compaction 
Technology for Estimation of an Effective Modulus for a Multilayered Asphalt Pavement. Recent 
Developments in Evaluation of Pavements and Paving l\1aterials: pp. 51-58. 
15!. Correia, A G., Parente, M. (2014). "Intelligent Compaction Technology for Geomaterials: A 
demonstration project." Transport Research Arena 2014, Paris. 
152. White, D.l (2014). "Geotechnical IT Revolution: Intelligent Compaction and Beyond." GeoStrata-
GeoInstitute ofASCE, Vol. 18, No.5, 42-48. 
153. Hofer, T. "Continuous Asphalt Density Measurements on a Roller," Presented at the 93,d Annual 
Transportation Research BoardMeeting, Washington, D.C. 
2015 
154. Barman, M., Imran, S., Nazari, M., Cornrnuri, S., and Zaman, M. (2015). "Intelligent Compaction of 
Stabilized Sub grade of Flexible Pavement." IFCEE 2015: pp. 2554-2566. 
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(WOCA) Conference, May 4-7, Nashville, Tennessee. 
156. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Hageman, E., Christopher, B., McClung, N., Sanchez, R. (2015). 
"Assessment of New QCIQA Compaction Monitoring Program at TVA's Coal Combustion Product 
Stacking Facilities: A Case Study", 2015 World of Coal Ash (WOCA) Conference, May 4-7, Nashville, 
Tennessee. 
157. Singh, D., Beainy, F., Commuri, S., and Zaman, M. (20 IS). "Application ofIntelligent Compaction 
Technology for Estimation of Effective Modulus for a Multilayered Asphalt Pavement." Journal of 
Testing and Evaluation, 1O.1520/JTE20130305, 20130305. 
158. Cai, H., Kuczek, T., Dunston, P.S. (2015). "Field Experiment for Correlating Intelligent Compaction 
Data to In-Situ Soil Compaction Quality Measurements," Presented at the 94th Annual Transportation 
Research BoardMeeting, Washington, D.C. 
159. Kassem, E., Liu, W., Scullion, T., Masad, E., Chowdhury, A. (20 IS). "Development of compaction 
monitoring system for asphalt pavements," Construction and Building Materials, Vol. 96, 334-345. 
160. Neff., A., McAdams, M., Wang, l, Mooney, M. (2015). "Analysis of center of gravity roller drum soil 
stiffness on compacted layered earthwork," Canadian Geotechnical Journal, Vol. 52, No.4, 459-468. 
161. Nie, Z., Wang, x., and Jiao, T. (2015). "Anomalous Data Detection for Roller-Integrated Compaction 
Measurement." Int. J. Geomech., 10.1061/(ASCE)GM.1943-5622.0000498, B4015004. 
162. Kenneally, B., Musirnbi, O.M., Wang, l, Mooney, M. A. (2015). "Finite element analysis of vibratory 
roller response on layered soil systems." Computers and Geotechnics, Vol. 67, 73-82. 
Research Reports (Organized by publication date) 
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1. Thurner, H., Forssblad, L. (1978). Compaction meter on vibrating rollers, Research Bulletin of 
Dynapac AB. No. 8022, Solna. 
1980 
2. Thurner, H., Sandstrom, A. (1980). Compaction meter on vibrating roller, Dynapac Research, Solna. 
1982 
3. Geodynamik. (1982). Compactometer, compaction meter for vibratory rollers ALFA-030, Internal 
Report, Geodynamik, Stockhohn, Sweden. 
1984 
4. Forssblad, L. (1984). Compaction control using vibratory rollers equipped with compaction meter-
studies at Arlanda airport, Research Bulletin No. 8031, Dynapac, Sweden. 
1985 
5. Hoover, lM. (1985). In-situ stability of smooth-drum vibratory compacted soils with Bomag 
Terrameter, Engineering Research Instititute, ERI Project No. 1722, Iowa State University, Ames, 
Iowa, March. 
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compression check with earth constructions and road constructions," Notebook 612, Research and 
Traffic Technology, Federal Ministry for Traffic, Germany (in German). 
1992 
8. Snowdon, R. (1992). Compaction monitoring devices for earthworks, Transport Research Laboratory, 
Research report No. 361, Crowthome, Berkshire. 
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9. Sandstrom, A. (1994). Numerical simulation of a vibratory roller on cohesionless soil, Internal Report, 
Geodynamik, Stockholm, Sweden. 
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10. SAKAI (1996). Compaction equipment, theory and practice, Takayanagi, Japan. 
1999 
II. AMMANN (1999). EinigeAspekte der Verdichtung, Langenthal, Schweiz 
12. Kopf, F., (1999). Continuous Compaction Control (CCC) During compaction of soils by means of 
dynamic rollers with different kinds of excitation, Ph.D. Dissertation, Technical University of Vienna, 
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Vienna, Austria. 
2000 
13. Adam, D., and Brandl, H. (2000). Flachendeckende dynamische verdichtungskontrolle (FDVK) mit 
14. vibrationswalzen - vrundlagenforschung und praktische anwendung (Continuous Compaction Control 
with Vibratory rollers - basic research and practical application), Road Research Publications Number 
506, Research Project No. 3.147, Federal Minisitry of Economic Affairs, Vienna (in German). 
2002 
IS. Adam, D., Brandl, H. (2002). "Roller-integrated continuous compaction control of soils" Annuaire 
del'universite d'architecture, de genie civil et de geodesie - Sofia, Bulgaria (in French). 
16. Adam, D., Brandl, H., and Kopf, F. (2002). Flachendeckende Dynamische Verdichtungskontrolle 
(FDVK) mit unterschiedlich angeregten dynamischen Walzen - Grundlagenforschung und praktische 
Anwendung (Continuous Compaction Control with differently excited rollers - basic research and 
practical application), Road Research Publications Number 517, Research Project No. 3.176, Federal 
Ministry for Traffic, Innovation and Technology, Vienna (in German). 
17. AMMANN (2002). European and u.s. Patents on the ACE-System, AMMAN Verdichtung AG, 
Langenthal, Switzerland. 
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19. Briaud, l L., Seo, l (2003). Intelligent Compaction: Overview and Research Needs, Texas A&M 
University. 
20. Dumas, c., Mansukhani, S., Porbaha, A, Short, R., Cannon, R., McLain, K. Putcha, S., Macnab, A, 
Lwin, M., Pelnik, T.W., Brown, D., Christopher, B.c. (2003). Innovative Technology for Accelerated 
Construction of Bridge and Embankment Foundations in Europe, FHWA-PL-03-014., FHW A, 
Washington, D.C. 
21. Mooney, MA, Gorman, P.B., Tawfik, E.F., Gonzalez, IN. and Akanda, AS. (2003). Exploring 
Vibration-Based Intelligent Soil Compaction, Oklahoma Department of Transportation Report, Item 
2146. 
2004 
22. Adam, D., and Kopf, F. (2004). Anwendung der FlCichendeckenden Dynamischen 
Verdichtungskontrolle (FDVK) im Deponiebau (Application of Continuous Compaction Control 
(CCC) for landfill construction), Osterreichische Wasser- und Abfallwirtschaft Heft (in German). 
23. White, D.J, Jaselskis, E., Schaefer, v., Cackler, T., Drew, 1., and Li, L. (2004). Field Evaluation of 
Compaction Monitoring Technology: Phase I, Final Report, Iowa DOT Project TR-495, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Ia. 
2005 
24. Adam, D., Brandl, H., and Kopf, F. (2005). Continuous Compaction Control (CCC) with differently 
excited rollers, Schriftenreihe der Strallenforschung Heft 553, Forschungsvorhaben Nr. 3.176 (Road 
Research Publications No. 553, Research Project No. 3.176), Federal Ministry of Traffic, Innovation, 
and Technology, Vienna (in German). 
25. Petersen, D. (2005). Continuous compaction control-MnROAD demonstration, MnIDOT Report 
MN/RC - 2005-07, CNA Consulting Engineers, Minneapolis, Mn. 
2006 
26. Petersen, L., and Peterson, R. (2006). Intelligent Compaction and In-Situ Testing at MnlDOT TH53, 
Final Report MNIRC-2006-13, May, Minnesota Department of Transportation, st. Paul, Mn. 
27. Sebesta, S., Estakhri, c., Scullion, T., Liu W. (2006). New technologies for evaluating flexible 
pavement construction: Year 1 report, FHW AlTX-06/0-4774-1, Texas Transportation Institute, The 
Texas A&M University System, College Station, Tx. 
28. Scullion, T., Sebesta, S., Rich, D., and Liu, W. (2006). Field evaluation of new technologies for 
measuring pavement quality, FHW AlTXI-06/0-4774-2, Texas Transportation Institute, The Texas 
A&M University System, College Station, Tx. 
29. White, D.J, Thompson, M., Jovaag, K., Morris, M., Jaselskis, E., Schaefer, V. and Cackler, E. (2006). 
Field evaluation of compaction monitoring technology: Phase n. Final Report, Iowa DOT Project TR-
495, Iowa State University, Ames, Ia. 
30. Zambrano, c., Drnevich, v., Bourdeau, P. (2006). Advanced Compaction Quality Control, Indiana 
DOT Final Report FHW AlIN/JTRP - 2006/10, Purdue University. 
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Research Report VTRC OS-R7, Virginia Transportation Research Council, Charlottesville, V A, 
November. 
32. White, D.J, Thompson, M., Vennapusa, P. (2007). Field Validation of Intelligent Compaction 
Monitoring Technology for Unbound Materials, MnlDOT Report No. MNIRC 2007-10, Iowa State 
University, Ia. 
33. White, D.J, Thompson, M., Vennapusa, P. (2007). Field study of compaction monitoring systems: self 
propelled non-vibratory 825G and vibratory smooth drum CS-533 E rollers, Final Report, Center of 
Transportation Research and Education, Iowa State University, Ames, Ia. 
2008 
34. Labuz, IF., Guzina, B., Khazanovich, L. (200S).Intelligent Compaction Implementation: Research 
Assessment, Final Report MN/RC 200S-22, Minnesota Department of Transportation, st. Paul, MN. 
35. Newman, K., Rushing, IF., and White, D. J. (200S). Rapid Soil Stabilizationfor ContingencyAirfield 
Construction, Army Corps of Engineers Report. 
36. Rahman, F., Hossain, M., Ramanoschi, S. (200S).Intelligent Compaction Control of Highway 
Embankment Soil in Kansas. Final Report No. K-TRAN: KSU-06-07, Kansas State University, 
l\1anhattan, Kansas, l\1arch. 
37. White D.l, (200S). Report of the Workshop on Intelligent Compaction for Soils and HMA, EROS-OI, 
Earthworks Engineering Research Center, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
3S. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P. (200S). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring 
Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt Pavement Materials TPF-
5(128) - MnlDOT HMA IC Demonstration, Report submitted to The Transtec Group, FHW A, June. 
39. White, D. l, Vennapusa, P., Giesehnan, H. (200S).Investigation of Dual Rolier-IntegratedMDPICMV 
Compaction Monitoring Technologies and Measurement Influence Depth, Center of Transportation 
Research and Education, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, August. 
40. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Gieselman, H., Johanson, L., Goldsmith, R. (200S). Accelerated 
Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, 
Aggregate Base, and Asphalt Pavement Materials TPF-5(128) - Texas IC Demonstration Field 
Project, Report submitted to The Transtec Group, FHW A, November. 
2009 
41. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2009). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
P avement Materials TP F-5(128) - Maryland HMA IC Demonstration, Report submitted to FHW A, 
September. 
42. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2009). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
P avement Materials TP F-5(128) - Clayton County, Georgia HMA IC Demonstration, Report 
submitted to FHW A, l\1arch. 
43. Petersen, D.L., Morgan, l, Graettinger, A. (2009). MnlDOT Intelligent Compaction Implementation 
Plan: Procedures to Use and Manage IC Data in Real Time. Final Report MNIRC 2009-35, Minnesota 
Department of Transportation, st. Paul, Minnesota, December. 
44. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P. (2009). Report of the Workshop on Intelligent Technologiesfor 
Earthworks, EERC Publication ER09-02, Earthworks Engineering Research Center, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa. 
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45. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Zhang, J., Gieselman, H., Morris, M. (2009). Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Performance Based Specifications in Minnesota, EERC Publication ER09-03, MNIRC 
2009-14, Minnesota Department of Transportation, st. Paul, Minnesota, March. 
46. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Gieselman, H., Johanson, L., Goldsmith, R. (2009). Accelerated 
Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, 
Aggregate Base, and Asphalt Pavement Materials TPF-5(128) - Kansas IC Demonstration Field 
Project, Report submitted to The Transtec Group, FHW A, May. 
2010 
47. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2010). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
Pavement Materials TPF-5(128) - US52 West Lafayette, Indiana HA1A IC Demonstration, Report 
submitted to FHW A, March. 
48. Chang, G., Xu, Q., (2010). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring 
Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt Pavement Materials TPF-
5(128) - FM1281, EI Paso, Texas, HA1A IC Demonstration, Report submitted to FHW A, June. 
49. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2010). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
Pavement Materials TPF-5(128) -IH39, Mosinee, Wisconsin HMA IC Demonstration, Report 
submitted to FHW A, June. 
50. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2010). Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
Pavement Materials TPF-5(128) - US219, Summerhill, Pennsylvania HMA IC Demonstration, Report 
submitted to FHW A, October. 
5!. Chang, G., Xu, Q., Horan, B., Michael, L. (2010). A ccelerated Implementation of Intelligent 
Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, and Asphalt 
P avement Materials TP F-5(128) -I- 66, Fauquier County, Virginia HMA IC Demonstration, Report 
submitted to FHW A, October. 
52. Cornrnuri, S. (2010). Intelligent Asphalt Compaction Analyzer - Phase I Report, Highways for LIFE 
Technology Partnerships Programs, FHW A, Washington, D.C. 
53. Cornrnuri, S., Zaman, M., Singh, D., Mai, A., Beainy, F. (2010). Continuous Real Time Measurement 
of Pavement Quality during Construction, Final Report, Oklahoma Transportation Center, Stillwater, 
OK. 
54. Mooney, M., Rinehart, R., White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Facas, N., Musimbi, O. (20 10). Intelligent Soil 
Compaction Systems, NCHRP 21-09 Final Report, National Cooperative Highway Research Program, 
Washington, D.C. (in print). 
55. Petersen, D.L., Hartman, M.A. (2010). 2008MnROAD Unbound Quality Control Construction Report, 
Final Report MnlRC 2010-32, Minnesota Dept. of Transportation, st. Paul, MN. 
56. Quintus, Y.L.H., Rao, c., Bhattacharya, B., Titi, H., English, R. (2010). Evaluation of Intelligent 
Compaction Technology for Densification of Roadway Subgrades and Structural Layers, WHRP 
Project No. 0092-08-07 (Draft Final Report), Prepared by Applied Research Associates and University 
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, November. 
57. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P. (2010). Report of the Webinar Workshop on Intelligent Compaction for 
Earthworks and HMA, ERIO-02, 3,d Annual Workshop Organized by the Earthworks Engineering 
Research Center at Iowa State University and the Iowa Department of Transportation, March 1-2, 
2010, Ames, Iowa. 
58. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Gieselman, H., Zhang, J., Goldsmith, R., Johanson, L., Quist, S. (2010). 
Accelerated Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment 
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S9. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P .. , Giesehnan, H., Fleming, B., Quist, S., Johanson, L. (2010). Accelerated 
Implementation of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, 
Aggregate Base, and Asphalt Pavement Materials TPF-S( 12S) - Mississippi IC Demonstration Field 
Project, ERIO-03, Report submitted to The Transtec Group, FHW A, January. 
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Technologies for Earthworks. Report No. ERIO-04, Prepared by the Earthworks Engineering Research 
Center at Iowa State University, Report submitted to The Transtec Group, FHW A, April. 
61. White, D.l, Gieselman, H., Douglas, S., Zhang, l, Verrnapusa, P. (2010). -Situ Compaction 
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Earthworks Engineering Research Center at Iowa State University, Report submitted to Tensar, Inc. 
62. White, D.l, Vennapusa, P., Gieselman, H., Zhang, l, Eidem, M. (2010). Accelerated Implementation 
of Intelligent Compaction Monitoring Technology for Embankment Subgrade Soils, Aggregate Base, 
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Implementation - Phase I, ER-IO-06, Final Report, Earthworks Engineering Research Center, Iowa 
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Appendix E: Workshop Evaluation Comments
SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS
Technology Transfer for Intelligent Compaction Consortium (TTICC)
October 27–28, 2015 — Frankfort, KY
Total Respondents: 9
Attendees rated the following between 1 and 5.
6. What were the most worthwhile parts of this program?
• Group discussions – peer exchanges.
• Interactive program. The participants were able to share their expertise and make a difference in 
the future direction of this study.
• How to implement IC.
• Discussion.
• Finding out other DOT’s experience and plans for IC.
• Interactive discussion. In particular, the feedback from PennDOT on project experience. It was 
this that helped feed the conversation.
• Open discussions of issues facing state DOTs.
• Data discussion. Calibration to modulus/resilient modulus.
• The new technology that is introduced.
7. What were the least worthwhile parts of this program?
• Facilities.
• N/A.
• All good.
• Everything good.
• N/A.
8. What other topics were you hoping would be included in today’s program?
• How to get industry buy in.
• All was covered.
9. Do you have any suggestions for future workshop topics?
• How to best calibrate equipment.
• A better platform, in my opinion, would have been to invite the contractors, manufacturers, and 
industry representatives, to have a more uniform participation of all experts in the field.
• Discussion of existing IC specs in other jurisdictions.
• More discussion on data management/analytics.
• Best practices.
• No.
Very 
Good
Okay Needs 
Improvement
Average 
Rating
1. Topics covered 1 2 3 4 5 1.22
2. Organization of the program 1 2 3 4 5 1.22
3. Speakers knowledgeable 1 2 3 4 5 1.22
4. Facilities were accommodating 1 2 3 4 5 1.44
5. Program met expectations 1 2 3 4 5 1.22
